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The field review of the Auto Bbdy'Rdetait tut. iiculum Guide. was conducted in the
,winter;'

The. teachers involved, were Mickey Bryant (Darlington Career
encer),'. Ed FrayliCk .(Brookland 'Cayce High School), Ketineth Burrell .
Swofford Area Vocational Center), and David Teague ,(LyrinhaVen! Career Center).

.

'Copies_ werethe Guide ere inserViced with.the committee menibers:' mEach ember
was aSked to make comments dr corrections in. the Guide and then to complete a 4' I

questionnire. -Overall, the responses were positive with little changes. The
review committee Was very appreciative, of the worIZ':that had been 'done on the
Guide and indicated their desire to use it in the classroorii. There were two general
areas whiCh did seem to bother thejeviewelrs.4. One area was the definitions and

teriMnolOgy,incorporated.in the lessons. The writer and the curriculum committee.
used only standard auto body terms. and terhiSrelevant.to eduCatorS. ,Consequently

. .

no changes seemed' necessary. The other' area of
not

was theintroduction of
4 frame straightening.' ..Whil,e;some small, shops.do nOt attempt,this type of work,
.'s studebt shouk) at least' have 'knowledge .tif the procedure. Several vocational

centers in South Carolina teach *frame .straightening. The teacher has the .option df.
elintiinating 'that section if the ..equipmeat and tools are not available.. Not all
sections' are required for the student to ctmplete theicourses in Auto Body Repair.
However, if allsetions are at. least reviewed, the student will have 'a well-rounded
knowledge of auto body repair -kirk.

A
.

.

An irnpo[tant feature of this Guide is that a new teacher will have some sources of
directivreand will. be consistent with , the course content of other teachers.
throughout the state. --
!Me State Office VoCationar Education appreciates the time and effort the fu lcl

. .review team put into critiquing the .

- _
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A V.:TE,CS, guide is an extension or .continuation of a V-TECS catalog. While the V-
,

TECS catalog compiles; duties, tasks,- per formapce objectives,.-ond pO'formance..guides,.,
it deals only with the psychOmOtor aspect 'of an occupation. AY-TECS, catalog is a'
blueprint; an identification Ot,i the "hands 'on" aspect the job.. The catalog does not
take 'into'consideration such ,areas as the background information .surrounding.a task
and ho'w to make inference's, generalizations, and decisions from a body of klowledge,
nor'does it , deal with attitudes, job ,Seeking skills, safety, or energy contervation
practices. It is.the fUnction the*V-iTECS guide_to take these aspects of teaching and
learning' into`cOnsideration. .

Experience has.shown,,,that the art of learning can also be taught while teaching
subject Matter. People,rieed to learn how to learn. The, V-TECS guide is aware of how
students learn and is an Tfficient way for instructors to assist students to learn.

The V-tECS guide is centered .around all three domains of _learning: psychomotor,
tognitive4 and affective. The following paragraphs Will give 'a brief ,explanation of
each area.

.;; PAychomotor
ManipulatiVe Skills such as tightening a. nut, replacing a hubcap, sharpening, a pencil,
machining a key slot in dsteel shaft, or replacing a SCR in a solid state control panel
are examples,.of manipulative or psychomotor skills. Tasks such as these are identified
in a V-TECS catalog and grouped by duties and objectives. Each performance
objective.has a perfor\mance standard which"must be Met to proVe student proficiency'
in the manipulative 'espect of the task. The ,V-TECS. catalog, hoWever, does not
include any SuggestionS withtegard to learning to do these tasks. The Y-TECS guide is
developed around psychomotor tasks whickl are N\lorkertoriented.

Cognitive <
To perform. psychomotor tasks, students must 'think. To tighten a nut they rgust know
which direction to. turn and when to stop turning so they won't strip theAreads or
shear the bolt off. To replace a hubcap,' there is a certain technique that may vary
from one car to another., For example, onsome cars yoU have to start the hubcap by
placing the cap in a tilted- "position and takping it all the way around until it is properly
seated. On a' different model, it may be necessary to position the-hubcap and snap it
all at .once. Whichever method a 'student is using; he/she ,must think about what is
'being done. This involves cognition or mental activity. Cognition is what goes on in
the mind about any job being done., A V-TECS guide provides both -the Collateral ,

knowledge and the impetus.to apply .cognition to psychomotor tasks.

Students gain cognition 'through real and iicarioui experiences. They may, read, view
, Aapes, and memoiaze or practice. a processor procedure until they are certain of it.

To test his/her knowledge, a student may be required to dec,ide the proper procedure;
method, or sequence for perfortnance. This i decision making Or 'cognitive activity at
its highest leyel.

S
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M 0, .

ddgnition, then, is that process by whidi information is .stored. and uSed. That yoke:
that warns one of potential dangerVis cognition.; An ttiing, that goes on' in the q4nd is's,' .

cognitiOn... A tudent may becothe the: best .worker at his/her jbbt,but if he /she: fails toi
think a process through and apply any aVailable exp elencet. hehhe. may ,,betome just
another stati'Atic. It'is cognition that 'tells a student to "lock and tag but.`tKe power '!
suppty to an'' electrical apparatus befoie tarting to repair it. Good cognition or
thinking can help an employee db a: job better and quicker.' A V-T.E.CS..guide provides
for the cognitive aspeC,ts, Of leatning. . .

Affective
Curriculum writers, supervisors, and instructors ofteri ,fail'-to assist a .4stOr.lent in.i. .acquiring a positive attitude toward self, job, school or :felloW.StudentS: They-TE.CS
guide! seeks to provide 'assistance to the instructor in thiS area;,,,.lt is qifficult::.:fou the,...
instructor to identify each aspect Qf desirable behavior, for.,every.:'unit and. oftenharder..
yet, td teach them. In this area, a student Might be judged'pn'the house15.eeePing:in tlie-
wOrk:area,.:Ounctuality, and ability to carry. out .directions.'"-Potential employers are'
interested in student attitude because an angry :or :: uncertain person is often a poor
worke5,.

A, student's ability to succeed on the first joblend every. job thereafter depends largely
.ii:''at\titude. If a student has the attitude of 1!let, someone else. do it," job -deficiency
will . probably result. A student using a V-ThCS 10i:0 . have participated in
.activities dealing with getting along with others; ,with ''stiperiifOrs or .'staff mernbers,::.,

.
.and with..large and small groups.



The V-TECS guide' is, designed to provide "job-relevant tasks, performance' Objec.tives,
performance guides, resources, learning activities, evaluation standards, and

. achievement testing in selected occupations. The V-TECS guide is also designed to be
used %1/ith any, teaching methods ,you, as an instructor, May chodse. ' If the
lecture/demonstration method is .best for you, you 'will find sufficient help to meet

.xo. needs. , If you irg e fer to use discussions or other methods that require student
pa. ! icipation, you will,find amplehelp. Regardless of which method is successful for .
Id , a V-TECS guide can ,save preparation time and offer innovative mettiods and
',..procedures. For example,, a, student may work either alone or-on a team, while in class
and learn skills in direct ielation to what is actually being done On''the job. This
approach also takes into consideration-a, student's attitudes, :thinking skills 0 and...
-Mathematical reading skills.

.

The use of small .grou[is in teaChing can be helpf01 since many, students 'mai feel
inadequate due to their lack. of background information in mechanical things. Some
4tudents may also feel that they are physically incompetent or lack the necessary
background experiences,:, A Successful program' (course) can provide students with a ,
sense of security by reinforcing positive attitudes :whil improving their skills and
subject knoNledge. By allowing. students to 'interact on a personal level, this
task /Learner- centered approach can achieve thi-s.,* As studerits gain confidence and
discover that they are an essential part of a team engaged in 'thelearning-.teaching
process, their confidence increases. The student in this setting will also.learn to work.
without .;direct superVision. In addition, use of the small-group method permit§ the

-.instkuctOr to vary instructional routines away from lecture or other-full -class methods
to a0iVitieS for single .students, pairs-of ,students,. or any -number so deslred. ...

, , ,

In the,. V-TECS guide, you will_ findsuggestionS.for specific classroom activities. These
activities are not meant to restrict you Or your students, but Only to suggesta variety,'

. , .

Of leatiiing activities for each task statement. Please do not feel that each 'student
must complete.al . the act yaws.i

SOUth.:.Caidlina. Objectives

..,

44. : tr

The Sduth',Carolina Writing Team has added 19 tasks to the guide for the purpose of
bringing the curriculum up.' to date With the latest techniques and incorporating

instruction in safety. These tasks are aligned with the Stateradopted textbooks for :
Sotth.Caroliba schools and include introductory or background infOrmation in the auto
body repair Industry. The tasks are de,signated as SC-1, SC-2,-SQ-3, etc. in the upper

. . ,right corner. \ 1 . ,..\
..,

The instructor ',may, use the suggested teaching time as a reference point. it is in
estirnated'amokin. tof time for use with average sudents.. The time allotmen3s,should
in ,no way. limit The instruction directed toward the needs of all students.

.
.



The Writing TeAM also r6cOgniZei that ii,str\uct,Ors will not all follow the same outline
for.,introducingInformatiori but ev.entually include the same material. This guide
is deVeloped in a sequential order with one, task building upon the previous one(s). The
outline may be altered, however, to a low for acdessibility to equipment and
difference in student abilities.

. , .

' One ,deviation. from the V -TECS catalog th t the Writing Team fOund necessary, in
order ..to.keep .the consistency qf the outline, s to group sane objectives under a duty

''designated differently. from the V -TECS cats g and/or to change the wording of the
'' task in order to clarify, it. In these instances, the,j-TE.C5 catOog:diity or task is in.

parentheses after Ihe Writing Team's duty or to k. .

4
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Suggested instructional time
3 class periods

DU4:,.. 'JNTROOUCTION TO/PrUtO BODY REPAIR,

TASK: , f5escribe objectives of course in auto body repair'
1

..

4 4PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE . .
. Given claSiroom diScussion 'on objectives of the -course and a brief description. of

the. different makes: of cars, the student must state the-. objectives with *90,
accuracy. ,.

'LEARNING. ACTIVITIES 4

1. Discuss the objectives of the
course,

I II.. TOur the shop, and show where
equipment, tools, and.parts are
*located.

III. 'Show and discuss the film on how
a car is. designed.

IV. Distribute diagilns of. several
Makes of cars and discuss the
differences in parts and' trims.

V. Discuss and ideniify, the dif-
ferehce between unitized body
constr tiori and.body and frame

I

constr tion.

RESOURCES
""Up2fromClay" (film, 45. minutes)1;.

TOOLS' AND EQUIPMENT
16.mm Kojector, screen, tool box with/complete set of toblsi-pld practice car )'

EVALUATION

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

1'
N /A

V

4,

.I

,,.
. ., ... .

'The student: will state:the objectives of the course in auto body 7pair with 90 %" ...
accuracy.

,
..,

.. . .. .

a

4.



Saggesteh instructional time
6 class periods.

DUTY: INTRODUCTION TO Altrib0 BODY REPAIR (RELATED INSTRUCTION)*

%List occupational elements Of auto body repairer

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Upon completion of the ipstrtidtion, the student
elements (duties, expenieS, salaries, etc.) for careers

. . accuracy.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES .

.1

I. Show and diScuss the film and
filmstrip.

11. Litt five careers in auto body
repair and have.stufientS

'storm for'at least five More.

III. Describe the duties anti reispon-
, sibilities of the auto body

repdit*i b

I

1V. Provide a list of the nomenclature
for students.

V. Diic-uss the salarieS and Oppor;
tunitie§ for advancement.

VI. Describe the working conditions and
sutWoundings common to auto body re-
,palr work.%

.0

VII. tiplain the standards of quality'
for the diffeeent occupations.

VIII. Have each student ,lain whJshe
is taking the-dou se and. his/her -

interest in .auto, body repair.

IX. Have body shop owner come to
class and talk bout,his/her shop
land the respo ibilities involtied.

r
must list the occupational

in auto body repair with 90%

PERFIORMANCE GUIDE

IX. A. Listen to instruction '.
on careers in auto
body repair".
-Define the duties and
responsibilities of the,
auto body repairer.

-a'

4
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Know the nomen-
clature for auto body
repair equipment.

D. Learn about salaries
and opportunities ih

''auto body* repair.
Learn about conditions
and surroundings 'corn-
mon to auto body.
repair.

F. Know the standards of
quality for occupa--'
tions in auto body
repair.

RESOURCES .1

Rhone aod Yates.. Total Auto &oily Repair; Unit 3
Body shop owner manual . .
"Auto Body Repair" ( filmsrip)
"The C* Makers" (film)

,TOOLS- AND EQUIPMENeg
Screen, filmstrip projector, 1.6 mm projector'

EVALUATION .

The student will Mt the occupational elements for careers in a to. repair
with 90% accuracy.

a,

,



Suggested instructional time
5 class peilods,

DUTY: SAFETY (RELATED'INSTROC.TION)-...

TASK: Demonstrate knowledge, of first aid and safety..

PERFORMANCE, 0133ECTIVg l

4

After receiving. instruction on first 'aid ar0 safety, the student. mot pass, an
examination with 90% proficienc. (South Carolina .writiqg :team .recommends
100% proficiency.).

.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Show and discuss a film ,on shop
safety.

O

11. Have students circulate around
, the shop in teamsof. four and

make a list of potential safety
hazards.

III., Explain the importance of. safety
in the shop.

4

PERFORMANCE canbe!,

III. A, Listen to \instruction,
on. first aidtnd safety.

13. 'Define the terms safe-
ty, 'first aid; and

. accident.
C. List five rules for

personal safety.
D. Learrfshop safety

. rules.
E. Learn methods for

maintaining a safe
and orderlY shop. .

Learn the four classes
of .fires and the ex-
tinguisher for each.

C* Learn to identify ,IAn-
safe shop practices.
Learn safety color

es and their use.
Learn first aid
measures to control
bleeding, restate
breathing, ,treit for
poisons, treat for
shock, and protect
wounds.. .

4
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S..

IV.. Assign 4 student per obee,k to
m9nitdr the 'shop for safety,
vio'lations.

V. Provide for a time during class
to discuss the, violations':

VI. Explain simple first aid appli-'
t rywhagize.thefact`that

any first aid applied In (he shop
must be reported to the instructor,..

J. Learn safe use of
auto body repair too-1S

equirlent

a

Admihister sample test.and discuss 7'
,reSults.

RESOURCES
Sample Safety Test (Student Information Sheet)

"The Art Of Safety'.' (film) .
OSHA Rules and 'Regulations
;Duenk, Williams, and Brooks. Auto Body Repair, pp: 4.167452

TOOLS AND EQIbIPMENT
16 mm pi-ejector, screQn

EVALUAT1014
-The studenf will complete an examination on safety with 100% accuracy: The
results will be filed for future reference.

a

11'

g
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Student Int matien Sheet

AUTO BODY 4-i-kFgTy TEST*

PART ONE

When working in the shop area, proteCtivie clOthei should be'worn when:

A. Welling." 4.
(

. . B. Metal straightening.
. Mi C. Refinishing a complete vehicle.

v., '----0. All of the above....

.
What should you do if yob lfwe an.accident blithe shop area?,

.

A. Tell your instructor.
.B. Wash-'affected area with clean Water.
C. Ignore it and keep op working.

--........D. 'Stop work. . .
I

Why should oil, water, and foreign.material be removed from floor?, .

A". To keep from tracking floor.
---B..To'keep shop area looking neat.

C. 'S,afety hazard.
D. Leave it for someone else to clean up.

If you disCOVeras,afety hazard in the shop, you shbuld:
!

. A. Report it pi. in3tructor.
,J,.B. Correct it. ,
rri,'

C. Forget it.
D Report it at end of c141sts,

What should you do in case of fire?

J. Run out of shop.
B. Walk out in an orderly manner.
C. Try to extinguish the fire, .

D: Notify the fire department.

6. Where should soiled 4nd oily rags .be. stared?

A. Wooden box.
B. Trash can.
C. A.Metal container with a lid.
D. Scrap box.

trt

F

4

4

*

4
*NOTE: Parts of Safety Test ;nay be used as'applicable 'to study units.

12
tr
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Why should pjaying beeliminated in shop area?

A. Safety hazard.
K. Causes injuries.

--"--"C.' Loss of eyesight.
D. 011 of above. i

.
. , , 1 .

P* ,9

T ' ,

When ,netlh use; why should all hoses and electrical lines be in their proper place2
. ... .

.A. To keep from stepping'6n'them. ,.

)3.. Makes shop and work,area look neat. 1. aN,

-C. Someone. might trip.oVer them and cause an injury.,.-- ,

D. Ail ,of the above..

0

Ia

w. ,
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AUTO BODY SAFETY TEST
. .

. PART TWO
.

I. 'How ran your check a piece of electrical equipment to make sure it is grounded?

A. Check color of cord\ used on coil.
.B. Ask the instructor. \

.C. Checkto see if it ha's,4 three (3) prong plug in.
D. None of the above.

7.

2. Why should you never 3,se electrical.equipment while standing .on a damp surface
or with wet hitnds? .

..

.

I

A. You might.s110 and injure yourself.
B. You might slip and break the equipment.
G. Water is a good conductor of electricity,
D. MI of the above..

3. The hazard when using a grinder kw

A. Chips flying into your eyes.
B. Flying grit from disc.
C. Loose clothing.
D. All of the above.

4. Why. should you avbid walking into the plane of sparks and chips when someone
pl3e is using the grinder?

A. You. may trip oyer the cord connection.
B. Sparks and chips may hit you and yOur. eyes.
C. You may interfere with the operator.
11. All of the above.

0 I

5.. Why should mushroom heads be removed from chisels and punches?.

A. So they will look better.
B. To protect the hammer faCe.
C. So flying chips won't injure your eyes.

. D. So you can hit them more accurately.

.9

What should you do before using any tpols?

A. Make sure they are pointed.
B. Make sure they are In safe working order.
C. Check' to see if they will do the, job.
D. DAake sure they are the right size.

it! 17
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Why should wrenches always fit the nuVr bolt tightly?

A. To protect the user.,,'
B. Teprotect the nut or bolt,
C. To protect the wrench..
D. All of the above. ,

01.11.401101ftWO111010.00.1

11. M.

8. 'When working with wrenches to tighten or loosen bolts or nuts, you should:

A. Push on the wrench.
B. Pull on the wrench.
C. Use a hammer.
D. Use an extension.,....

What are the hazards in:using the air chisel?

.A. Cutting bit flying out o the erld of the. tool.
° B. Air hose connection co ng loose.

C. Chips flying off surface being cut
D. Operator. losing control of tool.

10.; When using the frame .pulling machine, why shouldn't chains be wrapped Uround-
.sharp corners?

. A. They will slip when pressure is applied. .

Your measurements Will not be true:
"C. It will cause links to bend, ,thereby weakening them.

D. All of the above.

1l. When heating frames to by straightened, why shouldn't'you heat:the chain?.

A. It will cause' the' links to stretch. A

B., Chairistare heat. treated for strength; this will weaken them.'
C. Someone might handle the chain and be burned..
D. All 'of. the above.

12. The danger *from .a broken chain under tension Is:

A. The vehicle might-fail when the' chain breaks.
B. The chain 'ends will cause a whip-like action.
C. The instructor might make you pay for. the chain.
D. All of the 'above.

13., When a .vehicle is raised in 'the air, why, should jack stands always be used? ei)

A. To s̀ive plenty otclearance to work under car.
B. So flt)u can remove wheels. ,

C. To.in,sure that the vehicle ,will"not fall if a jack, falls.
In case someone tans release knob on jack.

.

15



14. Air under pressure is danOrous:
4

A. If used to blow dust, and shavings at anyone.
4. If held too close to your skin or any'opening in the body.

43)

'C. Ain used as a toy to play with.
%

D. All of the above.
. .

15. A.Pedestal-sfyle grinder, should be used:
4

A. For sharpening Orin bits.
31.efor sharpening cutting chisels.
C. Only when wearing protective goggles.

.. D To sharpen knives.

-

4

. '

r
I
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WELDING .

AU10.13015Yt SAFETY TEST

. ,

PART. THREE

Protective welding go ggles.are mom when welding;

4004'.A.. proteCt your .eyes agqinst spar0 and lobe)
B. So pu can seethe melting taking place.
C. Beciuse.you look good. with them on.

=11' ilecause the glare from the torch can cause blindness..

2. .,Safety caps on.'all cylinders are:

A. ,Used to make handling tanks easier.
B. 'So you can tell acetylene from oxygen. .

C. To protect the valve in case the tank is dropped.
D. To tie a retainingstraP on the. cylinder.

ln.storing and using cylinders they should be:

A. Laid flat with cap, toward wall.
B. Laid flat with cap facing outward.
C. Always with valve end up and chained: to a post or carrier.
D. Stood against open wall to be refilled.

. When lighting the acetylene torch:

A. Yoti should use a match.
B. Use a cigarette. IA A

C. Use a friction lighter.
D. Strike torch against metal object..

In arc welding you should use::

A. Protective goggles as in acetylene
B. No goggles because there is less heat.. .

Speciarbelmet with shaded glass for arc welding.
D. Any type synthetic clothing because it won't burn.

Arc welding requires special 'protectlon to yourself because:

A. It gives off radiation.
B. The heavy weight of the equipment used.
C. The brilliant light and, sparks'can cause damage such as a bad sunburn..
D. Your eyeballs maybe. burned, impairing vision.

,l

I



The electrical,hazard connected with arc welding comes.frornt

A. High voltage being 'used.
B. Worn or bare leads and connectors.
C. Worn out electrode holder.

'D. 'All of the above.
o

O

I

0

:r

N.
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REPINISHIN4
AUTO BODY SA EP TEST

PART FOUR

Paints\and thinners .should:
4. .

4.

A., Be separated' fdr, safety...
B.. Sh-aken up befori
C. Kept closed to prevent firu and evaporation.
ID.. Not be. opened uhtil. ready tor use.

Refer;ishiniishoul0:

A

1

. 4 ,

A. Nevertre done near an area were welding is aking place.
B. Always be done in a well-ventilated shop.
C. -Be done in a spray booth. .

D. All of the above.

Exhaust fans in spray booths:

. 'A.. Keep-the painter, cool.
B. Remove moisture from air.

Draw dUst from outside.
D. Remove fumes from booth.

Respirators'are worn by painters:

4

v.

.

A. To cut down on fire hazards. .

B. So the painter can smoke as he.painti.
C. To keep him from inhaling fumes.

So other students will know who.is Painting..

5. Fires resulting frOm paints and thinners:

A. .May be extinguished with a 'light spray of water.
B. Can be controlled by putting a top on burning cans,
C. Throw burning material outside.
D. Can only be extinguished with carbbn tetrachloride or loam type

extinguisher.

Due to the highly explosive nature of paints and thinners:

A. No sparks of .any kind shbuld be' in a painting area.
B. Smoking is foridden..
C. They should not be dropped, "I
D. They should be stored in a seParate, fireproof building.

4

U
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All work clothes should:
I.

A. Have short dr neatly rofled sleeve's.
SAAB. Have shirt tails tucke n.

C. Have shirt sleeves butts ed at cuff.
D. All 'of the above.

4: t'

.4.

0
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v-TECS 4

Suggested instructional time
4 Classperiods

DUTY: TOOLS (RELA

TASK: Using- band tool

INSTRUCTION)

PERIMMANCE. OBJECTIVE

n instruction on ,the use of auto: body repair hand 'tools,- the student
demonstrate proper use of them according to the instructorisistindarac----

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I, Show .and discuss: the filmstrip
on hand tools. . I

Discuss tool design and all basic
hand tools and their uses.

4 1

MO Discuss and point outsafety
garding each to(1,.

r

IV, %Nave students select proper hand
tools and demonstrate their use
on old body parts. wilt

.

. V. Assign each student to the tool
room periodically, for the job of
issuing tools.

RESOURCES

"ABC 'of Hand Toolt" (film) /
.Duenk, Williams, and Brooks( Auto Body Repir, pp, 39-60

t

u

tpust

PERFORMANCE GUIDE,

V

A.446LiSten to and observe
.instruction on the use
of hand tools.
Learn to properly use . .

the f ing hand
ools.. .

1. Auto body
hammer.

2. -Dollyblock,'
3.. Measuring tools
4i. Straight Jim, file
5. Body file'
6. Hacksaws
7. Other hand tools

designated by the
instructor.

:*foilow safky.rules pertaining to hand tc6L.



TOOLS XNEi EpUIPMENT .

16 mm projector, screen . .
Ten basic auto body hand -foots 'and any ether hapd tools used in the vtrade as

T., designated by the instructor.'
:Old auto body parts (fender, panels, 4hoods, 'eic.) ..

EVALUATION .
t 0 II

The student will deoonstrate proper use of hand tools to the. instructor's
standards. %,,,

4.

is*

I

S

I



Suggested Instructional time
5 -class peqods 4

'DUTY; TOOLS (RELATED INSTRUCTipN)

TASK: Using po'wer. tools*

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Civen instruction on power tools, the student mus
tools according .4?-e-instructor's standards. ,

.1:EARNING ACTIVITIES.

I. ShoW and discuss the filmstrip
on using body jacks and alrame
machine..

II. Demonstrate the proper use of
power tools.

III. Discuss safety rules on power
tools.

. .

IV. Discuss.the different kinds of-
power tools of the trade. .

V." Explain and demonstrate 'the
available shop equipment.

I. Discuss the uses-of frame:and
underbcidy,'tepair tools:

o

VII. Have students derhonstrate the
use of fraMe gauges and meas-
uring devfces on any'Ichicle
in the shop.

or,

4.

.

properly use selected .power

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
N.2

VII. A. isten.and observe in-
, struction on the prop-

er use of power tools.
B. Identify designated

Power tools.
Identify specified
power equipment.
Learn the four compo-
nents of the,hydraulic
jack. ,

'Match specified op-
erations to required

war tools..
rn proper use of

po er toolyand equip-
ment.

*Follow' safety rules regarding each power tool.,

t
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fr
'10

14 q. ::learn: to select cor-
rect sanding discs,
polisher, and buffer

,c.pad§.
H. Learn satety rules for

the followingipoWer
,tools.
1.. Portable.power

sanders and pol-
isher

. Four and ten-ton
hydraulic body',
jacks
Electric and air .

drills
4. -Pneumatic'air

hammer
5. Heat gun
6:" Bench grinder.
7.. Drill press
8. Floor jacks and

'stands .
9. Oneend lifts
10. Frame repair

equipment

VIII. Havetstudents practice with body
jacks to learn pulling,' pushing,
spreading, and clamping.

RESOURCES
"Using Body :lacks And Frante Machine" (filmstrip)

.Duenk, Willfams, and ,Brooks. AutO Body Repalt, pp 61'-90

. TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Filmstrip projector, screen
Frameand underbody equipment, hydaulic body jack, hydraulic floor jacks and

.any shop equipment used in the trade' as designated by Instructor.

I %

A I

EVALUATION
The student ti will properly rise selected poWer

.
tools according to instructor's

standards.. try

..- 4.1



Suggested instructional time
6 class periods

SUTY2 AUTO BODY CONSTRUCTION (RELAIIED INSTRUCTION)

T?lSK: Name the- parts of adta'body construction,'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a diagram of different auto-'body parts
napne the components with .100%. accuracy:

LEARNING. ACTIVITIES.

Discuss the exterior parts an
panels 'of an auto body.

11. ;Discuss the inner parts and panels
necessary for aOto 'body constructifn.

1111 Discuss the exterior trim used on
an auto body. ,

iy. Discuss the interior
d,

trim used on .

an auto' body.

V. Demonstrate and paint out the parts°
of an auto body using an actual
vehicle.

and construeton, the student must
. .

"104/

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

A. Liiten to the in-
. struction.

B. Name and label 'the
following parts.
1, General Parts

a) Inner panels
b) Outer panels
c) Doors .and

deck lids ',

d) Hoods
,e) Senders
f) Root panels
g) Floor pans
h) Rear quarter

panels
i) Center body'

panels
Rocker
panels

SO.



11

9

.

RESOURCES
Rhone and. Yates. Tetal Auto Body Repair, Unit .16

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Vehicle (undamaged)

Exterior Trim
a) Molding
b) Ornaments
c) Locks
d) 13urppers
e) Grille
Interior T41m
a) Seats

a
,

b) Door trim
e) Interior

molding
;Identify diffegenee
',between united and
frame body construe-
tion.

EVALUATION
The student will name the ciAmponents on a. diigram of different
and construction with Op% accuracy.

;

,

1,

auto body parts.,
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,
Suggested instructional tim

. 6 dug periods

DUTY: AUTO BODY CONSTftVCTION

TASK: Identify.unitizecl-body measurement of damaged vehicle

-
PERFORMANq OBJECTIVE.

.

. Given a da aged vehicle requiring unitized-bodrinspection ifhich has been set up
oh a dedicated' or universal bench, the student 'must list the damagetaaid record by
each damaged measurement the vehicle's true slignntent 'according to

" manufacturer's specificationk,

.

LEARNIN? ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss the procedure efor measuring
a damaged vehicle using &dedicated
bench with fixtures built V factory,
specificatidnp'. t

't; Discuss the procedure for measuring
adamaged.yehicie using a universal ,4

bench with universal gauging system
and body data sheet.

III. DiScuss the procedure for measuring
aClarnaged vehicle using conventional.
self centering and tram gaUge.

IV. Explain the importance of correct
measuremenfusing instruments and
equipment and visually searching for

'4' hidden damage.
A

V. Describe the'different types of
equipment used to' measure utilized
vehicles...

VI. Demonstrate measuring a damaged
vehicle using the above methods.

1

V

111

VI. A. Install vehicle an dedi-
cated or universaN
bench.

B. head Measurements
on -Body data fheet.

Ch Record all damaged,
measurements.

D. .Visually search for
hidden damage on .

dedlca.ted or univer-
sal bench.

4.

t3



RESOURCES
Blackhawk Company Training Manual
Product Service Training Manual ,

New Science of .0n1bOdy Repair (Complete course with texts, slide/tape an

Using self-enteri,ng
and tram gauges,
check all measure- '
inents with body, data
sheet.

F. Check for mash, twist,-
side sway, and sag.

G. Visually' search for
hidden dlimagt which
does not register on
self-centering and
term gauge..

U. Record all damage
measurements. .0,

luiprnent)

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Damaged unitized vehicle, ',dedicated or universal bench, frame machine or
straightener, self -centering gauges, trim gauge, tape measure, body data sheets,
safety goggles'

EVALUATION
* The student will measure a darnaged unitized vehicle using the body data sheet,

and a dedicated or universal bench. All damage, including hidden .damage, must
be identified with 100% accuracy.

6



Suggetted Instructional time
6 class periods

DUTY: , AUTO BODY CONSTRUCTION

TA*: Describe frame and unitized construction
to

PIER.FORMAN OB]ECTIVE
Given a- fr e-type vehicle and'a unitized-body vehicle, the student'muit describe
the differe n ces between the two types of 'Construction with 100% accuracy.

LEARNING. ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss the characteristics*of the
frame-type vehicle.

II. Dlicuss the characteristics of the
unitized -body-vehiele.

III. Provide each type of construction
for viewing by the students.

Have students identify the differ-
ences between the frame-type and
the unitized-body type of vehicle
construction. #

V. ShoW and discuss tie film Auto:
Body Construction."

PERFORMANCE GUIDE .1,

N/A

I

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Units' 15. and 16.
"Auto Body ,Construction" (film and.tape)

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT , .

16 mmprqjector, screen .

Frame-type vehicle, unitized-body type vehicle, lift or`car stand,isafety goggles.

(VALUATION
The student will describe at least three differences between a frdme-type vehicle
and a unitized-body type vehicle.

to

a

\ri
x



Suggested' instructional time
class per,lods'

DUTY:. AUTO EObY CONSTRUCTION
t.

ASKS - *Realign a unitized body

`PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
. .

Given a vehicle.with unitized-body damage, the student must realign the vehicle
. to the original dimensions according to'the manufacturer's 'specifications:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. , Discuss the 'five types of unitized
body damage (sidesWay, sag,. mash
twist and diamond).,
NOTE: Diamond on a unitized
vehicle is normally unrepairable.

4

II. (Discuss anchoring vehicle to a
remit. system..

.411. Explain the corrective pulls to'
realign the body.

IV. Describe the problems btover-
pulling and creating aridttional

zcIainage.
V,/ Demonstrate measuring, anchoring,

and pulling vehicle back according
to manufacturer's specifications.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

0

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates: Total Auto Body R4palry.Units 15 and 16
Product. Service Training Manual
BlackhaWk Company Training Manual

.4

A., r InStall vehicle on e&
icated or universal

, bench or anchor down'
with available equip-
ment.
,Measuee vehicle using
body data sheet to
determine the type(s)
of damage.

C. Record all
damage..

measurements'.
D. Make corrective.pulls

to'realign body to
manufacturer's speti-
fications.

r

' I

3
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TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 1
Damaged unitized vehicle, dedicated or universal bench or portable system, tape
measure, body data sheet, small hand tools, safety goggles

EVALUATION
The student will measure and determine the type(s) of damage to the vehicle. The
student will anchdr and pull vehicle back according to the manufacturer's

41

specifications.

F

I°

4

33",

,
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Suggested InsiructIonal dime
20 claw; periods

DUTY:' METAL STRAIGHATENING,. , SIMPLE (BODY AND ,.FENDER
STRAIGHTENING)

TASK: pick, file, and finish metal.
I

PERFORMANCE 0134CTIVE
Given 'a vehiclp with a damaged area, the student must straighten the damage' by
using the pick and file method. Finis metal in preparation for primer- surfacer.
Work must be smooth.` to the touch nd conform to the original 'contour of, the
body.

LEARNING NCTIVMES

1. Discuss the ,tools used in
straightening a simple panel.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

. 11. Discuss what, to look for 'II. A. inspect vehiele and
determining high'or low .areas .? panel damage

%. , B. ' Select proper tools.
C. .Determine high or low

areas in surface: -.

D.' Use pick hammer to
. ., raise low areas.

,.: Use rpetal,file to. cut
downs high spots and

.

III. Demonstrati.the use of a pick
hammer to raiSelow areas.

IV:., Demonitrate the use of a metal
file to cut dowp high spot's.

V. Demonstrate using tOp
and body filler when necessary.

ipper fectionsinade by
pick hammer
Select proper disc
grinder and grind out
file marks.

C. Featheredge paint and
finish in preparation
for primer surfacer. i

H. Glaze with body filler
9r putty as required.



1A:`t-^
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VI. Demonstrate the proper way to
featheredge in preparation,for
primer. surfacer,

RESOURCES nRhone and Yates. Total Autoorao ss.ec1 pair, Unit 17

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
.. Vehicle with damaged panel, 'pick hammer; metal file, airor ectric grinder with

grindingldisc,- body filler with necessary supplies, safety goggl

EVALUATION . .

The student will straighten damaged area of vehicle. by using p ek and file method.
if finish metal in preparation for primer surfacer. Work mus be smooth to the
*Lich and confokm to,the original contour of the body.. .



oSuggested instrtictional time
20 class perloch

DUTY: METAL STRAIGHTENING, SIMPLE (BPDY FANEis AND
STRAICIFITENING) .

TASK: Straighten deformed auto body,sheet metal

PERFORMANCE OBIECTIYE
Given a vehicle With defog ed sheet metal (a
must straighten and align Ahels. All high and

. contours, will conformto o iginal shape.,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
.

1. Discuss the importance; of in-
,.speCting the damaged area.

, ..

IL Discuss the necessary tools and
what parts should be removed in
order .to repair the area.

Demonstrate the procedure used
in alignment of the panel.

IV. Demonstrate yielding anxotorn
metal or shrinking metal if
necessary.

V. Demonstrate checking for high'
and loVispots with.bodx.file.

VI. Demonstrate replacing apy items
'removed during repair.

VII. ;Review the procedure by listing
the steps necessary to straighten
and 'align panels.

FENDER

minimum of panels), thig student
low spots will be ..removed and all

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

.

.

VII. .A. inspect damage.
I). Select tools. .

C. Remove necessary
parts.

. D. Pull,and/or bump out'
folds, creases, anct
.dents.
Weld torn Metal as
necessary.
Shrink meta] if
.necessary.

G,: Line up beads, flatiges,
4 and openings as

necessary..



'71.45`7.

1-1, Check fot high and
'low spots with body
file.
Replace uphblsterY
and. trim as'necessary.

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Tdtal Auto Body Repair, Unit 17

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
--7-----Damaged ve*le,' smaItband-toelsr,body-toOls, hammers; aolliesvmetal-filevdent

puller, drill mttor,,oxyacitylene outfit, safety, goggles
.

EVALUATION .

The student will straighten and align panels on vehicle with deformed sheet
Metal panels. !;.,All high and low spots will be removed and all contours will
conform to original shape.

IV
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Suggested instructional time
20 class periods

1.

1DUTY4' METAL STRAIGHTENING; (BODY.
STRAIGHTENING) .

TASK: Fill and smooth depressed areas with body-filler

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE_
Given a vehicle or vehicles, with a minimum of 'three (3) roughed out panels,
student must fill and smooth depressed area to, Original contour.

PANEL' AND FENDER

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss the roughed out panel
and the tools Used to repair it.

DemonstratT using. the grinder%

Demonstrate mixing the plastic
body filler and applying it.

IV. Demonstrate rough cutting the
plastic body fillet.

,V. Demonstrate smoothingdown and
eathfiredging the body :filler
using.speed file or sanding
board.

VI. Haye students fill and smooth
depressed area to the vehicle's
original contour.

t:

1-

.

V

lM

iPERFORMANCE GUIDE

the

VI. A. Inspect roughed out
panels.

B. Select grinder and .

disc.
C. Secure safety glasses.
D. Grind panels.

cE. Select proper tools to'
work body filler.

F% -Determine amount o1
body filer required:

G Mix filler to conform
with contour, of
panels.

H. Apply body filler to
conform with contour
of .panels:
Check for hardness.

r

39



.S:.! !

RESOURCES
Rhone .and .Yates. Total Auto Body Repair,, Unit,7

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Damaged panel, grinder and disc, safety gogilgs, plastic body filler and harner;
plastit spreader, rasp, speed f4e or sanding board, sandpaper for featheredging

EVALUATION
The student will fill and smooth depressed-area to original contour of a' given
roughed out panel on a vehicle.

Use rasp or 'chlese
grader fi to rough
cut,

K. Use n cessary sanding,
equipment to smooth
andfeatheredge.
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Suggested 'instructional time
10 class periods

VrTECS

DUTY: METAL STRAtc:HTENING, SIMPLE (W4LDING)
A . l.

TASK: Cold shrinkin.8 metal

PERFORMANCE OB3ECTIVE
Given a stretched piece of light gauge
student rhust perform the cold shrinking

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
4

I. Discuss the equipment and pro-
cedure for cold. shrinking metal.

w II; Demonstrate using a slapping
spoon to cold shrink metal.

.111. Demonstrate using a hammer and
dolly,to cold shrink metal.

IV. Explain, the purpose for cold
shrinking metal..

. Havistudents.demonstratethe
procedure ofcold2shrinking.
metal.

sheet metal, a hammer,, and a dolly, the
process to the instructor's Satisfaction.

41

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

tY.

0

A. 'Carefully observe the'
instruction for using
a slapping spoon.
To cold shrink using a
slapping spoon, locate
the stretch area.

C. Place dolly under -low.r
est point of indenta-
tion.

D. Slap panel with slap-
ping spoon. (NOTE:
This action shocks
'the metal and allows
It to return to normal
position by' release,-
and directive.)
Metal returns tot
normal position.
(NOTft Several blows

*with the slapping
spoon may be hec-
essary to shock the
metal causing re-
lease.)



1.

A

.4

I
To cold sttrink using
a hammer and dolly,
first locate the

'stretch area.
G. ,Place shrinking dolly,

under stretched area.'
Drive metal down into
the concave part of
shrinking dolly using
the cross peen Ad of
the shrinking hammer., ,:
(NOTE: Some body're-
pairersprefer to use
a pick hammer. De-
pressions are smaller
amimay be spread
over the entire area.
to be shrunk.) r

I, Metal returns to its
proper position.
(NOTE: Shrinking, is
accomplished by draw-
ing the stretched
area into the dolly,
thus controlling it.)

J., Fiq the depression
caused by drawing the
stretch metal into the
shrinking dolly.
(NOTE:Either body
lead or plastic filler

'may be used.)

RESOURCES.
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Unit 17

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Light gauge sheet metal, shrinking dolly, shrinking hammer, pick hammer,
slapping spoon, safety glasses

EV'AWATION
,

. ,
k.

The student will perform the cold shrinking process to that instiuctdrIs satisfaction
using a stretched piece of light 'gauge sheet metal, a hammer, and a doily.

4

,
4 42

42
.1 .
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Suggestbd %instructional time
20 clans peOlOds

DUTY: METAL STRAIGHTENING, SIMPLE

TASK: Patching and tilling rusted out areas

PE FCORMANCikOBJECTIVi
Given. a rusted out panel requiring repair, the student must remove the damaged
area and cut out and shape. a new patch panel. The panel must be,weided bi place.,
and finished to original contour.

LEARNING ACTIVITES

L Discuss the damaged' area to be
repaired and the tools to be used.

.40

itu
II. Demonstrate cutting out the.rusted

out area.,

Demonstrate cutting 'out and shaping
a new patch panel.

IV. Demonstrate welding in a new patch
,panel. ;

.

V. Demonstrate grinding and filling in
area with body filler. 4.

VI. Review the steps required to, patch
and fill rusted out area.

.4

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

V A. Inspect and, study re-,
pair to be. made.

B. Select proper tools,
materlaisitand safefy
equipment.

'C. Remove the rusted-out
area.

D. Fabricate a new patch. .

E.
rnel.
op rivit panel to hold

In position.
F. Weld in a new panel:
G. Grind welds and area

around the new panel.
H. Mix. and apply body

filler.
Finish 'off area to

. original contour.

.

43



RESOURCF-S
Rhone and Yates. Total 4uto Body Report Unit 17

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT a

RUsted out panel, sheetmetal, snips, grinder, safety gqggies, panel, spot welder or
M.I.G. wader, plastic.body filler, sanding blocks, sand paper

EVALUATION .

The spdent will remove damaged area of the panel and cut out and shape a new
patch\panel. The panel must be welded in place and finished to original covur,

4

yr



DOTY: METAL STRAIGHTENING
STRAIGHTENING) .

TASK: Repair. fiberglass .

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a fiberglass panel, requiring repair,' the student must remove ',damaged
material, fill damaged area with proper mixture of resin and fiberglass and finish
to original contour.

$imt:01.4 (BODY PANEL AND FENDER

0

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss the purpose and propetiies'
of fibrglass.

-'46

II, .Discusse tools and safety
measur to be taken with fiber-
glass.' .

III. Demonstrate preparing a damaged
panel for repair.

IV. Demonstrate mixing resin and
activator,

V. .Demonstrate applying resin and
fiberglass to thwarted panel.

yLN Demonstrate leveling and feather-
,edging repaired panel 'using
grindei and sanding blocks.

0

.PERFORMANCE GUIDE

r

VI. A. Inspect and study re- .

pair to be made.
B. Select proper tools,

.materials, and safety
. equipment.
C. Remove the damaged

material-(if nec.
essary).

D. Fill the damaged area
with proper mixture of
resin and fiberglass.
Allow the activated
resin to cure and,
harden.
Finish repaired area. to
original contour.

G. Reinforce damaged
area before filling:

45.

45



itEspuRce.t
Ethane and Yates. Total Auto BodY RePair, Unit 18

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT I

Damaged fiberglass panel,..grinder and disc, safety goggles, dust mask, backirig
,"; tape, 'fiberglass and resin, scissors, brush, sanding block; sandpaper,' activator v

EVALUATION .
, k

The student will remove damaged fiberglass panel,, fill damaged area with proper
.mixture of resin and fiberglass and finish to original, contour.

4
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Suggested instructional time
4' class periods

DUTY: VIEL9IN%

TASK: Setting up oxyacetylene equipment

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given oxyacetylene equipment the student must correctly and, safely set up' the
oxydcetylene.equipMent according to, the instructor's directions.

LE/ARNING,/cTivrnis
.

I. Discuss the safety procedures that
must be taken when using oxyacetylene
equipment.

IL Discuss the parts of the oxyacetylene
equipment and' the functions each
performs.

'PERFORMANCE GUIDE

*

III Demonstrate .the procedures, in setting
up the oxyacetylene equipment.

III. A4,. -Fasten cylinders in,a
vertical position.

B. Remove caps from.
cylinders.

C. Crack valves of each
cylinder; then close
valves.

D. Connect oxygen regu-
lator to oxygen
cylinder.
1. Turn pressure ad-

)0 sting screw on
regulator coun,
terclockwise until
tension on.spring
is released.
Slowly open cyl-
inder and,tighten

. in open position.
Connect acetyle'he
regulator to acety-
19ne.
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Turd pressure ,ad-
justing screw on
regulator' coun-
terclockwise until
tension on spring:
is released.
Open cylinder
'vkilVe 1/2 to 3/4
of-a turn'(never
more than 1 1/2
turns).

Connect acetylene
hose (red) to acetylene
reellator and purge---
hose. (NOTE: All
acetylene fittings
have a grooved niit to .

indicate left-hand
threads4).,

G. Connect oxygen 'host
(green) to oxygen reg.,.
ulator and purge' '
hose. (NOTE: All
oxygen fittings have
right -hand' threads.)

H. Connect torch body to
oxygen and acetylene
.hose and close both'
valves on torch body.
Atfich welding tip to
torch.body..(NOTE:
Size gf tip is deter-
mined by thickndss
of metal to be welded.
Use 'manufactuier's
recommendations for
tip size and working
pressurers.)

J. Turn pressure ad-
justing screw on
oxygen regulator .

clockwise until work-
ing pressure is
reached:

K. Turn pressure ad7,
justing'screw on
acetylene regulator. .

J clockwise until work-
! ing pre,ssure is .

reached.-



'list all cOhnections.
for leaks with Ivory
soapsuds and water..

?Mt i.Checklii cylinder,
regulator, and torch
valves to make sure
they are turned off.
Open' acetylene cyl-
inder valve 1/2
3/4 of a turn. (CAU-
TION: Never open
more than 1 1/2
turns.)

0. To purge line, open,
acetylene valve on

. torch one turn.
P. Tint acetylene regu-

lator pressure ad- "..

justing screw clog-
wise until desired f
working pressure is
reached.
Close aCetylene valve
on torch.
Open oxyaen cylinder..
valve all the way
and tighten it in
open position.
Open oxygen torch
vale one turn,
Turn &Sten regulator ,

pressure adjusting
screw clockwise until
desired pressure is
reached.

U. Close oxygen valve
on torch,

RESOURCES
Rhone. and Yrzsi, Total Auto Body.Repair, Unit 10

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT' A

Oxygen and acetylene bottles,- regulators, hoses, torch, body, tips, safety
protection t4

EVALUATION
The student will correctly and' safely set up. the oxyacetylene equipment according
to the instruotor's directions. 4.



4.

Suggestted instructional tine'
4 class periods

DOTY: WELDING

"torchTASK: Adjustin4 the oxyacetylene h and observing the various flames

PERFORMANCE OB3ECTIVE
Given the oxyacetylene 'torch, the student must light and adjust the torch* for
neutral, carburizing, And oxidizing flames According toVihe instructor's directions.

4 skr
,

PERAIORMMCE GUIDELEARNING ACTIVITIES ,

1: Discuss the safety procedures that
must b4 taken when using oxyacetylene
equipm nt..

v11. Demonstrate the procedures for light-
ing the torch.

111. Demonstrate and explain th neutral
flame.

IV, Demonstrate and explain the 'carbx,ir-
izing flame..

V. Demonstrate and explain the oxidiz-
ing flame.

. Review the procedure, by having
students light and adjust the
torch for the three kinds of '
flames.

4

1

VI. A. Listen to instruction
on the adjustments of
the oxyacetylene
torch flame:
Open acetylene valve
on torch 1 /4 turn.

C. C oxygen valve o'n
orch.

Light the torch "with
flint lighter and ad-
just until smoke on
flame clears.
,Adjust oxygen torch-
valve to neutral flame
with a tiny trace of
leather on the inner 1*

cone., (NOTE: 'the
working pressure Is
determined by' the size .-
01 the tip.)

t



0

a p.

'RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Body Repairi Unit II

0

*. r

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Oxyacetylene.equipment, safety protection

4. F. To prodde a carbur-

izing flame, reduce .

the supply of oxygen

§y slowly closing 2

. the oxygen torch:valve

.until an excess

acetylene feathir is
produced. I

. G. To produce an .1

"; oxydlzirtg'flame in-
crease the supply of

oxygen by slowly .

°pearls, the oxygen r
torch valve until
short, white, inner ,

cone is. produced.
.

EVALUATION + .

The student will light and adjust the torch for neutral, 'Carburizing, and oxidizing
. flames according to the instructor's directions.

.

I

4/

/ S

-

.
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V-TECS ?2
.. ,

Suggested Instructional time . ..
3 class perkods , t ,

- .
DUTY: WELDING

TASK: Turning off the ;torch and oxyacetylene unit
0

PERFORMANJE 0133ECTIVE . .

. . Given oxyacetylene! equipment,: the 'student must. correctly' demonstrate- the
40 oxyacetylene equiPMent turgin procedures according to the instructor's

, directions. Ilk- ; :.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES ' If PERFORMANCE GUIDE

I. Discuss the importanceof closirig /
down Oxyacetylene equipment.'

. 41-
. ,

IL Demonstrate how to clO II. A. Close acetylene,torCh
,

equipment. .

valve....

B. Close oxygen torch
A '

valve. .- ,.....0
C. Close acetylene .cylinr

!i . der valve.. .
. . i D. 'Close oxygen cylin-

.:, , I der valve.
- E. 4' Open acetylene, torch

valve. (NOTE: When -
. gauges, reach 0, re-

lease acetylene regu-o
. lator pressure-

adjusting screw apd
close torth.valve.), ..

F. Open oxygen. valve on
torch. (NOTE: When

. I ,
,-. gauges reach A; re.-

, . lease oxygen regulator
pressure-adjusting,'

'screw and close torch
. valve.) 4

. G. Place torch and hoses .,

on hanger or brickets.

2.

N

III. Demonstrate how to release pre sure
. on gauges.'

IV. Discuss imp\?,rtance of properly rtlacing
torch and hoes back on hangers or.
brackets. \ ,

\ . .

.53

462
.4 4

4,

*



Y. Have students demonstrate the
.procedtire of turningoff

" oxyacetylene equipment.
. .

Ale

Rhone and Yates. ,Total Auto Body Re:pak, Units 10 and 11

TOOLS AND EQUIPMEVT
Oxyacetylene equipment, safety protection 4

EVALUATION ; "\,)
The student will correctly 6monstrate the oxyacetylene' equipm'ent turning -oil
procedures according. to the instructor's directions..;

5.4

53,.
5

#

4



'Suggested Instructional: time
6. class periods

DUTY: WELDING

TASKt1 'Running a bead without filler rods

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE'
The student must, run a bead on light gaUge metal'in the -vertical, horizontal,
overhead, and flat positions without &filler rod and according to the instructor's
standards.

,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES PERFORMANCE' qume

I. Discuss the' equipment and pro-
cedure in running .a bead without
a filler rod.

11. Demonstrate selecting the' proper
. welding tip, gas presSure, and

safety equipment.

III. Demonstrate lighting the torch
and adjusting it to a neutral
flame.

IV. Demonstrate placing the inner
cone about, 1/16" to.118" from

y. Ileinonstrate beginning your travel-
once d molten puddle is established.

V. A. Observe the instru&
tion on running a
bead.
Select proffer welding
tip, gas pressure, and

. :safety equipment.
C. Prepare metal for

welding!
D. Pla,c*rretal in weld-

ing position.
I. 4, Turn on oxyacetylene

unit.
F. Sei working pressure

(according to manu -.
rec:-

ommendations).
G. Light torch and adjust

Id a neutral flame.

53 54
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kir Place inner cone aboUt
1/16".to 1/8 from
metal.
.Do not begin travel
until you have es-
tablished a molten
puddle. .

Hold. torch 300. to
450 from center
in direction of
travel .

K. Slowly move the torch
forward allowing the
metal to melt.
Repeat.process until
instructor gives per-
mission to go on to
next job. ,

M. .Run beads on stripSbf
light gauge° sheet
metal (1 t/4"'x 6")

11 four'positlons.

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates', 'total Auto Body Repair, Unit 11

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
.Oxyacetylene equipment including 'sajety
extinguisher, light gauge itieet metal

EVALUATION

equipment, 'welding goggles, fire

The student will run a bead on light gauge metal in the vertical, horizOntal,
overhead,. and fill! positions without a filler rod according to the instructor's.

/ standard.*
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5uggetited instroctional time
6'class periods

DUTY: WELDING

Running a. bead with filler rods

V-TECS 25

11 I if

PERFORMANCE OB3ECTIVE
,Given light gauge metal (1/16", 3/32" a d
four 'positions using filler rods. The
specifications.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Discuss the equipment and pro-
., cedure for running a bead with

a filler rod. .

II. Demonstrate selecting the pro-
per welding tip gas pressure,
and safety equiment.

III. Demonstrate lighting the torch
and adjusting it to a neutral
flame. to

IV. Demonstrate placing thelker
cone about 1/16" to 1/8" from
the metal and holding tor0.11
,300.to 450 froM center..

1.

V. Demonstrate beginning your
travel once a molten puddle
is establishedr adding filler
rod to the front edge of the

. puddle-in, front of the torch.

VI. Demonstrate adding rod and
withdrawing 'rod to front edge
of the puddle as you move for-
ward, keeping. the puddle the
same size and shape the entire,
length df the bead.

,

4

1/8"), the student must run bead
beads must meet the , initr

'PERFORMANCE GUIDE

VI. A. Listen dnd 'ob'serve in-
struction.

E. Prepare metal for
welding.

C. ,,Place metal In weld-
ing podItIon. .

D. Turn ortoxyacetylene
unit.

E.. Set we king'. prepure
(actlording to manu-
facturer's recom-
mendations).

56
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4ght torch and ad-
I to a neutral
flame.

G. Hold torch 300 to
450 from center.

H. Place inner cone about
.1/16" to 1/8" from
surface of puddle.
Do not begin travel
until you have es-. IF
tablished a molten'.
puddle.
Add filler rod to front
edge of puddle in front
of-torch.

K. Move puddle forward
with torch and allow
pusIdle to form in base
metal. .

Add rod and withdraw
rod to front edge of
puddle tisyou move
puddle forward.

M. Keep piddle the same.
size and shape the
entire.length of the
bead.

N. Show bead to in-
structor when corn-

. pleteci.

41,

v

RESOURCES .

Rhone and Yates. Total Auto letady. Repair, Unit 11

TOOLS ANb EQUIPMENT
Oxyacetylene equipment inclutling safety, equipment, welding goggles, fire
extinguisher, light .gauge sheet metal, filler rod

EVALUATION
The student will run beads In all four' positions using filler rods. The beads must
meet the inttructor'specifications.-

h

,



I.

Suggested instructional time
'0 class perlOCh .

DUTY:' WELDING

TASK* Welding ,joints

PERFQRMANCE 05,3ECTIVE

V-pTECS 26

r

Given a if32" mild steel filler rod, the student must weld a butt, flange, corner, lap,
and tee jblnt in art four .positions. The joints will be evaluated according to the
instructor's standards.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss the equipment and pro-
cedure for welding joints..

II. Demonstrate selecting the proper
welding tip, gas, pressure, and

. safety equipment.

111. Demonstrate lighting the torch
and adjusting it to a neutral
flame.

Demonstrate placing the Inner
cone about 1/16" to 1/8" from
metal and holing torch 300
to 450 from center.

, V, Demonstrate beginning your travel
once a molten puddle Is egtablished,
'adding filler rod to' the front
edge of the puddle In front of
the torch.

VI, Demonstrate adding rod and withdraw-
; ing rod to front edge of the puddle

as you Move forward, keeping the
puddle the same size and shape the
entire,length of the bead.

VII.' Demonstrate welding a.,butt, flange,
corner, lap and tee joint in all
four positions vdrtical, horizon-
tat, flat, and overhead. ,

5.
1/4

4 '59

PERFORMANCE'GUIDE .

r

1/4

MI"

4

VII A. Observe instruction.
B. Select proper welding ,

tip, gas pressure,
and safety equipment.
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C. Prepare rnetql for:
welding. .

Da Place metal in weld-
.ing position.

4.. Turn on oxyacetylene
unit. -
Set 'working pressure
(according to crianu-
lecturer's recom-
.mendation). '
Light torchand adjust

. to a'neutral plane.
H. Tack weld, metal toa

gether at both ends of
joint.
Hold torch 30° to- .

430 from center.
Do not begin travel
'iota you have estab-
lished a molten
puddle. ..
Place inner cone About
1/16" to 1/8" from'
surface of puddle.

. Add filler rod to front
edge of puddle. in front

. ,

of torch.
M. MoVe puddle forward.

'with torch and'allow
puddle to form in base.
metal.

N. Add rod and withdraw
rod to front edge of ..

puddle as you move.'
pudie forward.

Q. Keep puddle the same
size and shape the en-

. lire.length of the' '
bead,
Weld a butt, flange,
corner, lap, and tee
joint...

Q. Weld each j6int in all
four positions -- yer-
tical, 'horizontal). flat,".
andoverhead.'

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Unit It
0



10

fA 4

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Oxyacetylene equipment including safety equipment, welding -goggles fire
extinguisher, light gauge sheet metal; 3/32" steel filler rod

EVALUATION
The student will weld a butt, flange, corner, lap, and tee joint in all four positions.
The joints must be .rated acceptable according to the instructor's standards.

J

I 4

VI

a
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Sin
es

ted instructional time.
7 biass periods

DUTY: WELDING,

TASK: Brazing with brass rods

.PERFORMANCE'OB3ECTIYE
Given *32." and 1/8" fluxed brass filler rods and light gauge sheet metal, the

/ student mat braze a butt, lap, and spot plug weld In all four positions. The;.
1 performance will be evaluated accord!ng to the Instructor's standards.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1.

e:

I. Discuss the'equipment and procedure
for brazing.

11. Demonstrate selecting the proper
welding tip, gas pressure, :and safe-
ty equipment.

Demonstrate cleaning 'the metal for
brazing.

IV. Demonstrate lighting the torch and
adjusting it to a neutral or slightly.
oxidized ,flame.

V. Demonstrate heating the end of the,'
brazing rod.iind dipping it Into the
bettzing flux.

VI. Demonstrate heating theistirface
the weld area slightly, holding the
torch 300.to 00 from ve tical
vihIle holding the brazin rod at
the Same angle In the op °site
direction.

PERFORMANCE, GUIDE

..

VII. bemonstrate melting a smalll Amount
of,brass rod onto the surface and
allowing it to spread along the
entire swdol-clerry-eedr
color occur.

VII.: A. Observe instruction.
B. Prepare metal for

brazing -- clean.
C. Place metal in

brazing position --
1/16" to 1/8" apart.

D. Turn on oxyacetylene
unit.
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, '40

4.

E. Adjust proper working
pressure of oxygen and
acetylene. (Use rpanit

- lifacturer'sweconrf-
"

1

mendation.)
.

,

F. Place metal on fire
brick., (NOTE: Do

Y 11 not lay metai'llat on,
brick. Arrange metal
so that a small space
'Will be beftvien the
bare metal and the
fire brick.)

G. Light and idjust the
torcIrta a neutral or, , ,

,Slightly oxidized
.

flame.' '
l H. Prefpeat the end of the'

i 1 brat:1g rod and dip it:.
M the flu or use

..

. . . Ptge:31.running
on flit, light gauge

, metal.'
.

- .. . .

J.., Tack metal In place
usingkaze filler

% .
. metal. '

K. Heat the surface of
the weld area slightly.

L. HoldStorch 300 to
450 from vertical; .

.
.

hold filler rod at
A

the same angle in op-
', t ,,,, posite dltectioner

Melt a small arhount
of brass rod onto the

, 41 11
surfaceand allow It

. . to spread along the
entire seam when a

, 'dull cherry-red color, ..,
, . ' occurs. .

N'. When the base metal's
is firmed sufficiently,

r

. start depositing the
proper size bead. ,

..

0. Watcirfor base metal
color.

. 11 P. Inspect weld; then
l check with instructor. '

*

63.4
,62



RESOURCES
Rhohe and Yates. Totil Auto Body Repair, Unit 12,

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 4.
Oxyacetylene equipment 'including safety equipment, welding goggles, fire
extinguisher, light gauge sheet metal, coated brass filler, rod or brass filler rod
and flux . .

'
,

0 ,
s -.. / c,

..
EVALUATION

, , .

The student will blzqe.a butt, lap and spot plug weld in all four pOsitions. The
performance must be .rated acceptable according tb instructor's standards,

44.



Suggested initructic;41
4 classperiods

DUTY: WELDING

time

I I

,
TASK: Setting up uiprnent for oxyacetylene cutting

PERFORMANCE. JECTIVE
Given the prop r equipment, the student must set qp the oxyacetylene equipment
for cutting. I e student will demonstrate the procWure and explain the function
of each piece I equipthent according to the instructor's specifications.

V-TE,t5 28

LEARNING ACTI. ITIES

I. Discuss the equipment and Pro-.
cedure sed in setting up for
oxyac ty!ene cutting.

IL Dem strate selectingthe proper
cutti g tip, gas presstO, and

safe y equipment.

III; De onstrate setting up the
ox acetylene cutting equipment.

1V. ave students practice setting
p the equipment and welding

station.

to.

V

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

IV, A. Observe the instruc-
tion on setting-up
oxyacetylene Cutting
equipment.

B. Fasten cylinders in a
.vertical .position.

C. Remove caps from
cylinders.

D. Crack valves of each
cylinder, then close
valve's.

E. .,Connect oxygen regu-
lator to oxygen cyl-
inder.
I. Turn adjusting

screw on regu-
lator counter-
clockwise until .

tension on ospring
is 'released.

2. Slowly turn cyl-
inder valve wide
open.

'

4

1

4-.

g.



,Connect acetylene
regulator to acety-
lene cylinder.
1. 'Turn adjusting

screw on regu-
lator counter-
clockwise until
tensionon spring,
is released.
Open cylinder
valve 1/2 to.
3/4 ola turn
(never more than
1 1/2 turns).

G. Connect acetylene
hose to acetylene'
regulator and purge
hose.

+1. Connect oxygen hose
to oxygen 'regulator
and purge hose.,
Connect torch ody to
oxygen and ac ylene
hose and close both
valves on tor body.

3. Attach cOttl g attach-
ment to for body.
(NOTE:. Th size tip
is.determi d by the
thickne'ss f metal to

. be cut.)
C'ose oxygen preheat
valve on cutting
attach ent.

. Turn a Justing screw
on ox gen regulator
cloc ise until work-
ing ressure is
re ched.

M. Turn adjusting screw
on acetylene regulator
'clockwise until cor-
-rect 'working pressure
Is reagled.,

N. Test airconnections
for leaks with Ivory
'soap suds and water.
(NOTE: Apply soap
suds with a clean
paint brush.)

,V. Explain he safety precautions which
\ should be used with this equipment.



RESOURCES
Rhone' and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Unit 11

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT ,

Oxyacetylene equipment with., cutting attachment, safety, equipment, welding'
2.8gles, fire extinguisher, soap Suds, paint brush, water

EVALUATION .

The student will set up the oxyacetylene equipment for cutting. The student 'will
demonstrate the procedure and explain the function of each piece of equipment
according tcrinstructor's specifications.

. '

4
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Suggested Instruction/II time
4 class periods-

DUTY: WELDING

TASK: 'Lighting sand adjusting the torch for oxyacetylene cutting

PERFORMANCE bB3ECTIVE
Given the oxyacelenallcutting equipMent, the student must be able to light and
adjust the equipmentsfor cutting to the instructor's specifications. .

PERFORMANCE. GUIDELEARNING Acnyrngs

I.' Discuss the equipment and procedure
for lighting and adjusting the torch
'or oxyacetylene cutting,

II. .Demonstrate selecting the proper
cuttinglip; gas pressure, and safety
equipment.

Demon trate lighting apd adjusting
the, for h for oxyacetylene cutting.

IV. Demo strate closing down equipment
when utting is completed.

V. liaaiu v students practice lighting and
Ling the equipment.

A

. Observe instruction.
Check all cylinder,
'regulator, and torch
valves to make sure
they are off.

C. Open. acetylene cylP
. inder valve 1/2 to
3/4 of a turn (never
more than 1 1/2
ttirns).

D. Ofen acetylene valve
on torch one turn.

E. Turn adjusting screw
on acetylene regula-
tot clockwise until
desired piessure Is.
reached*.

F. Close acetylene valve'
on torch.

*Oxygen and acetylene'pressures and size of. tip depend upon the thickness of *Metal to
be cut. Use: pressures and tip size 'recommended by manufacturer.

#0'

Y%.

I

168.

it
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- Open oxygen cylinder
valve all the way.
Open oxygen preheat
valve on cutting
'attachment one turn:,,
Open oxygen preheat
valve on.cutilIng
attachment one turn.
Turn adjusting screw
on oxygen regulator
clockwise until desired
pressure is reached.*
'Close oxygen preheat
galve on cutting
attachment.
Open acetylene valve
on torch 1/4 turn.

M. Light the 'torch with
flint lighter and ad-
just until smOke oft

. flame clears.
N.. Open oxygen,preheat

valve slowly and ad--
just to a: neutral
flame.

0. Depress the oxygen
cutting lever and
check to see that a
neutral flame is
present. (NOTE: If
necessary, adjust the
Oxygen preheat valve
with the oxygen .cut_,,
mg lever depressed.
until a neutral flame
is. secured.)

P. To turn off torch,
close acetylenevalve
on,torch.

Q. Close oxygen preheat
valve.

R. Close acetylene, cyl-
inder valve. -

S. ,Close oxygen cylinder:

T. Open acetylene Valve
on torch. .

.

*Oxygen and aces lerie pressures and size.of tip depend Upon the thickness. of metal to
be cut.. Use pressures and tip size recomretended by manufacturer.

69

68



LP, (NOTE: When gaups
reach's:), close oxygen
preheat valve and re-
lease adjusting screw
on oxygen regulator

Ay turning counter-
clockwist.)

V. Open oxygen valve on
torch.

W. Close oxygen valve on
torch.

X. Place torch and hose
'on hanger or brackets
provided:

.

RESOURCES.
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Body Repay, Unit 11

oTOOLS AND. EQUIPMENT
Oxyacetylene equipment
extinguisher,

with cutting attachment; welding. goggleS, fire

EVALUATION
The stud&it will light and adjust the equipment for cutting accordihg to
instructor's.specifications.

444
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Suggested Instrucional time
6 class periods

DUTY: LDING'

TASK: JOxyacetylene cutting (9Q0 'cut and restart cut)

PERFORMANCE' OBJECTIVE
Given 1:/4" mild steel and oxyacetylene coping equipment, the student must make
a, 900 cut and a restart cut according fo the instructor's specifications.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Discuss the equipment and procedure
for oxyacetylene cutting.

IL' Demonstrate selecting the proper
cutting tip, gas Oessure, and safe-
ty equipment.

Ill, Demonstrate adjusting ygen and
, acetylene regulator, anIdjusting

to neutral flame.

IV. Demonstrate holding preheat flame
.with tip of inner cone 1/16" to s

1/8" above top of plate at right
angle until red spot appears.

V. Demonstratedepressing the oxygen
cutting lever and iiCove Irom right
to reft acrass the \plate.

a

.
.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

A. Observp instruction on
oxyacetylene cutting,

B..., Select proper'safety
,equipment.

C. To make'000 cut,
mark !bur parallel ;
lines 2" apart on plate
to' be cut.

.D,_,...Adjust oxygen regu-..
lator.

:P.,. Adjust acetylene regu-
lator:.

F Placed plate to be tut
over slag box. ,

G. Light torch.
.11. Adjust to neutral-

flame..
I. Assume comfortable

poslt0i?

' :k

t

.1 4

. .



J. Place hotels behind .

operation. r).

K. Maneuver"torch with
both hands.
Held preheat flame
with tip of Inner
cone 1/16" to 1/8".
above top of place
fat right edge until
red pot appears.

M. Depress the oxygen
cutting lever, anci
move torn right to
left across the plate
(for left-handed op-
erators, go from left
to right).

N. Hold the tip. at,right.
angles to wrWwhile
cutting Avith inner
cone being 1Z16" to'
1/8" above work.

O. Make 906,cuts until
you have developed
the proper procedure.
Cool metal by placing
in caniof water with
the. aW of pliers.
Show samples to in-
structor for approval
and grading.

R. To restart a cut, re-
lease the oxygen cot-
ting lever.
Preheat edge (only)
where cutting action,
was stopped..

T. Slowly depress oxyg
cutting lever and con-
tinue.,

6

5 'h

V

.0

RE.,,SOURCES /.

.
g Rhode and Yates: Total Auto Body kiiglOrt

, A

# TgOLS AND EQUIPtaNT
,

Oxyacetylene equipment ith. cutting
extinguishel., 1/,4". mild steel, pliers, gloVes

laViti,LUATION . ,

Unit 11

attachment, welding goggles, pre

The' student ,w111 "make a 900 cut and a restart cut 'using 1/4" miki .steel and
oxyacetylene cut g, ,equiprnent. The cuts, must 'mebt the instructor's

.specifications. "
' 72
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Suggestall ittStructional time
6 class periods

DUTY: WELDING

TASK: Oxyacetylene cutting (beveled 'cut and,hole cut)

PERFORMANCE OB3ECTLYE
Given .1/4" mild, Steel and oxyacetylene cutting equipment, the student must make
a beveled cut and a hole cut to theitInsyuctor's,specifications.

LEAlyslING ACTIVITIES

I, Discuss the equipment and pro-
cedure for oxyacetylene cutting.

11..Datoonstrate selecting the proper
cutting tip, gas peessure, and
safety quipment.

III. Demon trate adjusting oxygen and
acetylene regulator, and adjusting
to neu :ral flame.

V Demonstrate holding preheat flame
with tip of inner cone 1/16", to
1/8" above top ol plite at right
angle until red. spot appears.

V. Demonstrate deOressing the oxygen
cutting lever and move from right
td left across the plate.

.PERFORMANCE GUIDE

\

4

4k Observe the Irv-
structions for making

. beveled cuts.
Bo Place one piece of

1/8" to 1/2" plate
2" x 6" on slag box
or cutting table.

C... Light and adjust cut-
. ., ting tordkto a neu-

tral fame. (Note:
+ Oxygen cutting' pres-

sures are greater for
bevel cuts than 900
cuts.)

D.' Place hoses behihd
operator.
Hold torch with both
hands at deli* angle
to metal as!thown.

w.

I 4



Hold preheatflan4
with tip of inner
cone (neutral flame)
1/16".to 1/8" above

' top Of place at right
edge until red spot
appears.

G. Depress oxygen cuts.
ting lever and pro-f
ceed across plate
with,very consistent
movement. Be careful
to maintain constant
travel speed, torch
anple, and flame to .

work distance.
H. Practice until you

develop the proper
procedure.
Turn in exercises for
,lnstructor's approval
and grading.

J. Review the instruction
for making a hole cut.

- K. Draw two circles on -
metal. ,
1. 1" In diameter,

1" from edge
2. 1/2"lin diameter

1" from edge
L. Adjust oxygen regu

lator.
M. Adjust acetylene

regulator.
N... Place metal to be cut

over slag box.
Light torch.

P. Adjust to neutral
flame.

Q. 61 Assume comfortable
,position.

R. 'Place hoses behind
,operator.

S. Maneuver torch with
both hands.
Hold.tip of Inner cone
1/16" to 1/8'.' above .

point to be cut until'',
metal turns bright red..

1

r.

0

' .
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I

*.

'Tilt Vrch 150
froth vertical
position (NOT4s
This will allow
molten metal to
be blown away ,

from operator).
Depress oxygen
cutting.. lever
slowly Moving
torch backwards
(to the opera- ,

tor's.right if
right-handed)
untilcut pierces

. . plate.
U. Return cutting torch

to vertical fosition.
1. "Raise duttini tip,,

until tip .of inner
cone is from 1/4"
to 1/2" above the
plate.

2. Make cut.
V. Cut just inside soap-

stone mark until cir-
cular cut is com-
.pleted.
Repeat steps 21 and!
22 until all holes are
cut. .

X. Cool metal dy placing
M can of water with
the aid of pliers.

Y. Show-samples to in-
structor for approval
and grading..I 41' ... \

RESOURCES

,
4.

1 , Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair', Unit 11

C. '.'1'015},S AND EQUIPMENT ,

,. Oxyacetylene equipment with. cutting .' attachment,, welding goggles, fire
, extinguisher, 1/4" mild steel, pliers, gloves

.0

\EVALUATION. . ,

The student will make a beveled cut d. a, hole cut to the instructor's
specifications using 1/4" Mild steel and oxyacetylene cutting equipment.

\ (7 6
oxyacetylene

4
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ested initrtictIonati
1,2 cis periods

DUTY :. WELDING''

TASK:' seat shrinking metal
t,

PERFORMANCE,OBJECTIVE
Given' a stretched piece of light gage sheet metal, a hammer, and a dolly
student must perform the shrink ng process to. the Instructor's specific Lions.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES ,

I. .DiscusS the eqUipment tind pro-
cedure for heat metal.'

11

II. Demonstrate Meat shrinking ratted
metal by heating a Spot at the our
Or of the bulge.

III.. Demonstrate driving down the soft-
. ened high spot-uping a shrinking
hammer. Straighten the shrunk
area usinea harmer and dolly.
Quench hot metal using. a wet sponge.
(NOTE: Too much '.contraction due
to cooling cotild'ause the panel

. to buckle.)

Demonstrate heat shrinking gouged
metal by heating the entire area.

y. Demonstrate driving up the soft-
ened low spot using dolly.
Straighten the shrunk area using..
a hammer and% dolly/ 140ench hot
metal 4,sing g wet sponge; (NOTgt
Too much concentration due, to cool-
ing could cause the panel to
buckle.)

, 4

PERFORMANC°GODE

4

0

A. Observe instruction
, carefully.

B. To heat shrink r ised

ihe center of bu ge.
metal, heat a s t at ,,

(NOTE: Use a neutral'
flame and'wear.
gloyes).' Several spots
may be. necessary.

C. Drive down.softerrd
high spot using a
shrinking hammer. .

Straighten the thrUlii
rea.using a hamme'r,

and dolly.

..

,4
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1

4

.Quench hot metal with
wet. sponge., (NOTE:
It is not always de-
sirable to quench .

t the shrunk panel. Top
much contraction due
to cooling could orluse
the panel to buckle.)
To heat shrink gouged
metal, first heat the
gouge. (Nat:NOen
shtinking a gouge,
heat the entire length
use a neutral flame,
and wear gloves.)

G Drive up the heated
area using the dolly
block. (NOTE: If spot,
is not accessible, a ,pry
tool or extehded dolly
might have to be
Used.)
Leverthe high and low e`
spots; hammed off the.
dolly technique.

overshrin Ing;
hammer on the dol .

technique:
03. Qttench the hot metal.

(NOTE: It Is not alp
ways dehirable to

'quench the shrunk
panel. Too much con-
traction due to cooling
could cause the panel '1

. to buckle.)

01

4

4

RESOURCES

4...

.
phone and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Units 12-17

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Oxyacetylene equipment, welding gogg es, fire extinguisher, 1181:14 gauge sheet,
metal, gloves, dolly blo k, body hammer water, pail, sponge

N«.

EVALUATION it 4

'The Student will pert rm the shrinking process on a stretched piece of light gauge
sheet metal with a hammer and a dolly. Hishhei performanci muiearneet;the I4,instructor's specifications.

6

77
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Skiggested instructional time
4 class periods.

DUTY: WEL6ING-:

TASK: Sett, up electric welding`equipment and run a bead

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE.
Given electric welding equipment, the student must be able, to set u
welding equipment and' run a bead in the hor4ontal position.
precautions must be followed and the procedure:.:Ottstiplitt...,
'specifications."

LEARNING ACTIVITIES PERPORMAN r GUIDE

,4

the electric
All safety

`e_; instiructgr's'

1. f)iscuss the safety procedures to
follow when using electric welding,
equipment

. 11. Identify'the parts of the equip-
rnent and eagh one's use.

111. Demonstrate setting up the elec-
tric welding equipment.

IV. Demonstrate running a bead on a
piece of steel plate placed in
the horizontal positiOn.

'N.

IV; 'A. /I, Listen and observe the
instruction.

B./ Select proper welding.,
'heat on the. electric

, 'welder.
Wr

,

F.

G

Select the proPer
Safety equipment.
Place metal. in welding
'position.
Hook up ground clarbp.
Strike the electrode.
on the metal bing
welded.
OfIce the arc is struck,
!the.distance between
the electrode and the
metal should be eqval
to'the electrode
diemeter.

1

111

78
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V. Have students practice setting up
the equipment and, running a`bead.

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Total Body Repair, Unit 1,3

H. As thi electrode melts
down moye in a
steady motion with
they electrode holder
downward and moving,
in the direction of
travel.

.TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Electric welder, welding helmet, gloves, electrodes, steel plate

EVALUATION
The student will set up the .electric welding equiritrient and run
horizontal position according to the instructor's specifications.

a, bead in the

^



Suggested Instructional time
4 classq:erlOs

'DUTY; WE3DING

TASK: Settip RIG welding equipment and run, a bead

lOERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given metallic' inert gas-MTIG), welding equipment, the student must set up the
MIG weldliNg equipment and run a bead in the horizontal position. All safety
precautions must be followed and the procedure must meet 'the instructor's
specifications.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss the spfety procedures for
using MIG welding equipment. 4

, .

II. Identify the parts of the' equip-
ment and each one's use.

* t
III. D onstage setting up the MIG

ing 'equipment.

IV. Demonstrate timing a bead on a
,pieceof steel metal placed in
the horizont4 position.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

IV. 'A. Listen and observe
the instruction.

B. Select proper weld-
ing heat and wire
speed on-the MIG
welder.

C. Select the proper
safety equipment.

D. 'Place sheet metal in..
welding position.

E. Hook up ground clamp.
P. Open up gas cylinder

with inert gas.
G Move welding tip to

sheet metal until 'arc
appears. \

/H. Once the atc appears,
the gas cup should be`
held 3/8" to' l /2" from
sheet metal surtace.

I. As the welding lire
melts, keep the weld-
ing tip, moving in a
steady direction to
produce 'a good bead.
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V. Have students practice setting.
up the equipment and running
a bead.

RESOURCES
Rhone and'Yates. Total Autp llodylRepalr, Unit 13

TOOLS AND EQUIPiVlIENT
M1G welder, welding helmet, gloves, sheet metal

.
EVALUATION

, The student will set up the r MIG. welding equipment and run a bead in the
horizontal position, according to the instructoOs specification&

.1t



Suggested Instructional time.
4 class periOds

0

DUTY:. WELDIls1
s.

TASK: Run bead pn aluminum in the horizontal position

PERFORIVIANCE 0133ECTIVE
. GiVen metallic inert gas (MIG) welding equipment and aluminum wire, the studint

must. run a'bead on,aluminum in the horizontal position: All safety precautions
must, be followed and the procedure rnust.meet the instructor's specifications.

gARNIN ACTIVITIES.

I. Review the safety procedures for
uising MIG weldinglAuipment.

ii. Review the operation of the MIG
welding equipment..

ay.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

III. Demonstrate setting up the MIG
wlder)for aluminuM welding.

IV. Demonstrate running a bead on
a piece of aluminum sheet with
aluminum wire in the horizontal
position.

IV. A. Listen an4 observe the
instruction. -

B, Select proper welding
heat and wire speed on
the Mt welder.

C. Instal the -aluminum
gun kit and Rure argon
shielding gas.

D Se ect the proper
sa ty equipment.

E., Open up the gas cyl'-;
index with inert gas.

F.1 Place aluminum sheet.
in the welding posi-'
tion.
Hook up' the ground
clamp.
Move welding tip to
aluminum sheet until
arc appears.
Once the'arc appears,
the gas cup should be
-held 3/8" to. 1/2"
from the aluminum

'she ,,t metal surface.

H.'



;

As the aluminum
welding wire melts,
keep the welding tip
moving in a steady di-

( rection to produce a
good bead.

V. Have the 4tuclnts praclice r,,unning
the bead,iising aluminum -wire on
an aluminum sheet.

RESOURCES
Rhdne any Yates. To*,Auto Body Rey*, Unit 19

TOOLS AND
M1G wel

EV ALUATIO
The stu
:horizon

;IQUIPMENTer with aluminum wir,e, welding helmet, gloves, aluminum sheet

.

ent twill set up the MIG welder with aluminum wire and, run a.bead in the
at position according to the instructor's specifications.

r.

r
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Suggested Instructional time
4 class' periods .
DUTY: WELDING

; .

TASK, Set up thermoplastic welding equipment and run a bead

Vl

PERFORMANCE .OBJECTIVE
Given thermoplastic welding ,eqUipment, the student must set up the equipme,
identify the plastic, and run a bead using a plahic welding. rod. All aft
precadtions Myst be followed and the 'procedure must meet the instrUdtors
specifications.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES'

I, DisdUss the safety 'procedur(S for
usitt thermoplastic weldineequip-ment:

H.' Discuss,the alfferenetyPos of.
'- plagtitAtnd demonstrate how, to

.
zidehtify each 'according to the
resourcesAisted below.

I

Explain thermoplastic welding
equipment and the different types
'of welding rods. ..

' II. 4 0 4

-IV. Demonstrate using the thermo-
pAastic welding equipment on a

/4.

dariiaged'Onel* .%

.
M. I,

4

PERFORMANCE 9UIDE
, .

IV. A. Listen and observe-in-
struction.

B. Determine what type
of plastic is to be
welded according, to
the instructor's
demonstration. ,

;Set up the thermo7
plastic welding equip-
ment to 'Make the re-
pair.

D., Place damaged panel
'in the welding
position.
Using jte thermo-.
plastic welder, heat
the damaged
and. apply. the filler.
rod.

C.

..11.
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.

a
4

N.

14

r-

A

,V. Have stader)pts practice setting-up th
equippentan,d running a bead; ;

RESOURC .

R d Yates. Total. Auto Body Repa1;4,11rilt 18
Th s.. Making Better Plastic Welds

b

, ,,
..!

Adjust 'the heat or f '.
4

...

. .speed,as nyeded to . sit

*led the Mier' rod . . , its

4. to the damaged panel
and achieve good . 0
venptra.klon. . ...,

TooLp _AND EQUIPMENT
Therrhoplastic welding -torch, assorted welding rods, damaged plastic iianela.

irEVALUA ION *

The.student.will idegitify ttp plastic panel, set the welding torch, and weld the
damaged area using a elastic weldiR4 rode according to the instructor's
specifications.

.

N

I.

4

MP

8 ,
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DUTY: PAINTING t ND iEFINIS1-11NG

TASK: ,Deiceibe're,finistling materials and equipment

.41
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE-

Given a well-equipped shop, the student must desdilbe the material and equipment
used in the shop with 100% accuracy.s. . 0

r

.1.,EARNING"ACTIVITIES PERFORMANCE GUIDE
.10

1. Itenlizi and describe the materials N/A I

and equipment used in the auto body*,
repair shop.

11;,- Identify the different manufaCturers
of materials, supplies, an'equipment
found in the auto body repair, shop.

Ill. ,Discuss the safety precautions us'ede
with, thematerials and equipment.

IV. Erhphasize the cds$ of setting up
a complete shop and, the replace-

, ment value of each item.

V. Discus$ obsolescence of some pieces
and new procedures.

.

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Toial Auto y Repair, Unlit 24
Automotive RefinishingPr 'pies and Techniques, Section 1i

44

......

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT .

:We11--equipped shop with hand tools, g)aterials, sandpaper, primer, thinner, etc.
Equipment such as pt:int booth,ispr* gun, air compr,easor, air regulators, hosep

,,

'

Pal
EVALUATION

Tie student will describe the material§ and equipment used in auto body tflpftir .

shop with 10096, accuracy.



Suggested instructional time
4 class. periods

DUTY: PAINTING AND REFINISHING

TASK;Clean and prepare repaired surfaces for painting

PERFORMANCE 083&TIVE
Given a vehicle with 4, primed-in area, the student must clean and prepare
primed-in surface area for paintings All foreign material must De removed from
surface to be painted.

LEARNING ACTITIES

I. Discus the materials and pro-
cedures used to clean and pre-
pare repaired 'surfaces for paint-
ing

EgFORMANCE GUIDE

A. Select proper tools
and materials.
Remove all dust arid
dirt on and around
the repaired surface. ,

Remove all foreign
material from surface
(1.e., wax, raadOfilm,
tar).

D. Sand as required.
E. Tack surface'free of

dust and dirfwith
tack rag.

y.

11; Demonstrate cleaning the area with
DuPont-Prep-Sol to remove road tar
and film.

Demonstrate sanding area to be
painted.

1V. 'Demonstrate cleaning the sanding
residue with Dupdnt Enamel and
Lacquir Cleaner.

V. Demonstrate tacking ariwith tack
rag to remove dust..

RESOURCES' . .

Rhone and 'Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Urilt 26
'Automotive Refinishing Principles and Techniques, Section IV

TOOLS AND AOUIPMENT
Panel wtth primed-1n area DuPont-Prep Sol 39195, 320 grit sand paper, DuPont-
Cleane09395, tack rag, cleaning rags

)

19

F.

:§8
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.

1T student will clean and prepare primed-in surface area for painting. 'Allto ign material must be removed from surface to'be pefinted.

.4 .

,4

-



Suggested instructional time
2 class periods ,,

DUTY: PAINTING AND REFINISHING

TASK :. Remove paint and rust.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a vehicle panel requiring paint and rust
the old paint anOust to bare, clean metal.

LEARNING ACTIVITI 4

I. Discuss the aterials and pro-
cedures use to remove paint
and rust. .

removal, the ;gtkident thost :Irernove

PERFORMANCE;;('
r ' r .

c

10P*0.Wprreqkiire.,
ntk

:Seitictsandbiaiter
grinder.
9btaIn necessary,,

equipmqint.
Use sandblaster a!: .1 .

grinder to. remove.
"paint and rust.
Use paint strippeti
(Waterrinseable),,

II. Discuss the need for wear-
ing.rubber gloves and goggles:

III. DemonStrate using santblaster
Tto remove rust and paitil.

IV. Demonstrate using grinder to
remove rust and paint.

V. Demonstrate using paint s'tripper,,,,
to remove rust and paint. . '

'RESOURCES , ,

Automotive Refinishing Principles:1nd

TOOLS AND icA/IPMENT
Panel with rust and plaint area, grifid6r, goggle$,
rubber-gloves, brush, pdtty knife.

EVALUATION
The..sIudpnt,tv111 remove cid !paint and rust to bare, qtear14,::rnetal on;a #ehicle panel.

'

'
4 4

'

t
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, .

ested Instructional
..periods , .

e'AINTINO'ANQ gEPINISHING,
TASIC.' "'Apply c.orroidpn

ttl.FORMANCE 0B1CTIVE . .

Given ii;:vehicle. pandl.'requying corrosion control
must ;apply metal cd steps' on the

edaccepfiable.-

LEARNINOACTWITIES."1

I .

,
. '.Discuss the materials and pro-,

Cedures used to apply bor,rb-,
sibn rnaterivls.

4,.

!",. . .

4

IL 'Demonstrate diluting metal' con-
ditioner according` to manOfficturer's,
specifications:

,'Disduis'the netVfor 'eating rubber'
, 0.0es AM g!IS,

. I "
IV; t'DernoniViztte, ipOlylng tal'condl,'

. .'tkinerp(rusted area wi aIpeosh '
/9r 899 g

I:: I

tir

i4:/". I'?
lt

,

ai/('''
111.

, , 4:IA)'7

, I
.

11-TEC

metal conditioner, the student
instructor's cheeklist must be

PERFORMANCE puitx

1. A. Inspect rusted area to
be treated. 11.

Procure metal Con-
ditioner.

, Use rubber gloves and
oggles., '

17. Dilute metal con
ditioner according to
manufatturer's speci-
ications.

Apply with,brush or
sponge.
S ub riiea wtith steel

L
Wipe conditioner dry.
while area is still
yetpusing clean dr'y'
cloths.
AlloW area to dry 10
minutes before ap-
plying primer sur-
facer.

4,

,

1.1

;

,r'

L. ' , ?."



V. DemonStrate scrubbing the
lot

metal
cbndition'er into thmusted area
using steel wool pad.

VI. Demonstrate using clean cloths
to dry up the metal conditioner
while it Js still wet

VII, iDiscu"Ss the need for surface to
dry ten minutes before priming.

,
.RESOURCES '

Rhone and Yates. Total Auto body Repair, ,Unit 26
Automotive RefinisUing Principlet qind,Technkmes! Section IV

TOOLS AND EQUIPMEm
Panel with rusted area, metal conditioner; `rubber gloves, goggles,'brush or _sponge,
steel. wool or Scotch -brite pad, Clean'cloths

EVALUATION
The student will apply metal conditioner on 'a vehicle panel requiring - corrosion
control. metal conditioner.

r All steps on the instructor's 'checklist. rust berated.

411

.1

L

/'

acceptable.

ce.
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&ingested instructional time
6 classperiods .

DUTY: PAINTING AND REFINISHING

TASK; !Mask sections and parts

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a vehicle requiring masking, the student 'mit mask till required 'area,
Work must be done within plus or minus'kor 1090 of the time set by instructor.

oER" k5RIOIANCE.,GUIDELEARNING ACTIVITIES.

I. .Discuss the materials and prop,-
,..cedurei for masking sections

and parts.

II. Demonstrate using masking tape,
to mask off area not to be.
painted.

Pernonstrate using"thasking tape
and Masking paper to mask,Off
larger areas to be painted.' /14%A47";

IV. Second the amount of time it ,..
takes.to mask a required area
to demonstrate the speed needed
to cOmplOte the. job In a pe-
coked amount of. time.

. Explain why the area to be masked
must be taped with precision..

'N

"RESOURCES

.%1

V. A. Clean and dry areas to.
be masked.

B. Select tape.
C. Select paper.
D. Apply tape and paper

:to area reiuirlhg

Rhonrejnd yttes./Total Aut y Repair, Unit 2t

cover.

Auto tivgli efinphirter Iples an Techniques, Section VI
J.

TOOkS AIT3 EQ01PMENT,', ` ,
"1'2 'Vehicle to be Tasked,7fkatking tippet plaskirtg pigper4/ 411

EVALLIA 10N .

r . / I.

.'/

Th tudentAi mask a requiritate*rota vOlolire-"vbili must bet dohs w
or yinintis of ;hi; ittirinstructor.

17:06' pr /71:". pefr
.4.7,. '(/

/".',/,;*
21;

0'
-e)e,;P',4 '11

N.. I
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Suggested., instructional time
4 class periods.

DUTY: PAINTING AND. REFINISHING

TASK: Apply primer surfacer

PERFORMANCE OB3t.CTIVE
0

9 Given a vehicle requiring the application of primer surfacer coats, the student
must spray the vehicle with primer. All small Idiperfections and ,scratches must

")'1" be filled.

LEARNIN ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss the materials, equipment,
':'and-procedures to follow when
applying ,pr imer 'surfacer.

s

Denidnstrate featheredging the
pane).."..tP.be primed.

'Denicilis;E;te mixing thepritner
surfa4.r.In the spray gun accord-4
ing. to the:panufacturer's sped-,
ficatio.ns., : '

1.11. Demon;ptrate"§etting proper. air
preSsUrkanii..properspcaying
techniqyeS.

V. Demonstrate applying primer sur-
facer to

VI. Demonstrate' applying glazing'putty
where needcti,tp fill In pin holes
of scratches;

EoFFoRmANcmuisr.;
i

A. Select equipment and
materials.

B. Clean, feathef edge,
and sand.
Applyillazin as re-
quired.

D. Mix or redu e prop-

E. .Set proper dir-pres-.
sure.

F. Use proper spraying
techniques.

G. Apply number RI coats
needed to fill small
scratches and imper-
fections.

:4

.
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aziouRCES
Rh One and Yates. Total AuSo Body Repair; Unit 25
Automotive RefinishiniPrinciples and Techniques, Section V

1.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Aircompressor, air regulator, air hose, primer spray gun, 'primer, thiviher, glaz ng

putty, Squeegee, sand paper (80 grit and 240 grit), vehicle, respirator

EVALUATION
The student will spray the.rhicle with primer.
scratches must.be filled.

4.

All small Imperfections 4nd,

o



Suggested instructional time
2 class per,iocis

DUTY: PAUNTING AND REFINISHING

TASK: Paint sutfaces

V-TECS .17

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given "a vehicle prepared for painting, th'e student must paint the repaired 'panel.

-Paint must be color and gloss matched with no ,orange peel, ,,runs, or sand
scratches.

1

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

: I. Discuss the materials, equipmt,
and procedures to follow when.
applying paint' to veh idle.

5
ti

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

1. A. Inspect area to b.e re-
finished.

BR Determine' type and
amount of paint.

C. Mix and prepare paint.
I. Strain paint into

cup.
2. Select proper

thinner or re-
duce.
Reduce paint to
assure accurate
color match.
Add any additives
necessary (i.e.,

-y silicone additive,
retarder).

D. '.Set air pressure.
E. Xdjust pattern and

fluid control.
F. Apply necessary 'num-

ber of coats allowing
drying time between
coats.

II. 0 Demonstrate mixing and straining
.the' paiht to be applied to the
vehicle.

Ili. Demonstrate setting air 'pressure,
and adjusting gas pattern and
fluid control:

96

94
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Demonstrate applying paint to
the vehicle.'

V. Discuss the imptortance of Jetting
. the paint dry between coats and .

any additives thatray be necessary.

RESOURCES
Rhone arid Yates. Total iNuto body Repair, Unit 27
Automotive Refinishing Principles and Techniques, Section VIII

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
w

Air compressor, air regulator, air hoses, paint spray gun, paint, thinner, paint
strainer, respirator, vehicle

EVALUATION (,/
.The student will paqt the repaired. panel. Paint must be 'color and gloss matchedwith no orange peel, funs, pr sand scratcbes.

.

97
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ested instructional time
$.5 perltxls

,DUTY: PAINTING AND REFINISHING

TASK: Heat dry painted surface

4.

PERFORMANCE'OBJECTIVE.
Given a painted panel requiring heat drying, the "student must heat dry the .paneL
Finished work must htive a glosy. app,parance.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I.. )21isruss th
kedure to
qng painte

4r .

equipment and pro-
How when heat dry-.
panels.

t

II. 'Demonstrate on a freshly painted
.panel how to set up the heat. lamp.

III. Demonstrate the correct distance
and proper lamp temperature and
drying t)me.

IV. 'Discuss what the proper time,..dis-
lance, and temperature are.

V. Explain the importance of adequate
, dryinpime.

RESOURCES
Rhone

and Yates. Total AutO Body Repair, UnIt.24
Automotive Refinishing Principles and Techniquef, Section

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
/

A. Inspect palrited panel
to select pOperequip-.
ment.
Select lainp most
.suited for drying .n.

operation.
C. Select proper lamp

distance.
E:' Select proper lamp

temperature.
E. Select properitime

for lamp setting.
P. Allow drying time.

IP

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT.
'Freshly paintedpanel, helot lamp

EVALUATION
The student will heat dry the freshly painted Onel. Finished
glossy appearanct.

,1-1 J-il
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Suggested instructional time
' class periods V

i

1 - U T Y : 'PAINTING AND REFINISHING

ASK: Fresh painted surfaces

4..

#'

I

.
a

. V TECS 19'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE ..
.

Given a vehicle panel refinished with acrylip lacquer, the studen must dean,
'co'lor,, sand, and compound the panel to match gloss or adjaCent panels.

.LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss the materials and pro-
cedureN.for rubbing out a fresh-
ly painted' surface.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

I. A. Inspect the panel re-
finished in acrylic.
lacquer.

B. Determine equipment
and materials neces '

' sary to finish '0
painted surface.

C. Color Sand with prop-
, er sandpaper.
D. Remove dirt, grit, and

other contaminants
from area to be com-

..pounded.
E. Compound area to.. .

match gloss of ad-
jacent pabels.
Polish or wax surface
to remove swirl marks
and protect finish.

II. Demonstrate color standing-with
3M Imperial or 600 grit sand-
paper and water.

Ili. Demonstrate the useof rubbing
compoend to remove sanding ,

.scratches,

IV, Demonstrate the usO of polish
to remove compoon&scratches.

V. Explain the damage that occurs .

when too much sanding is done.
;

99

97
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j

4

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Total'Auto Body Repair, Unit 27

j Automotive Refinishing Principles and Techniques, Section VIII

VIOLS AND EQUIeMENT.
, Clean clothes, painted panel, 3M Imperial or 600 grit sandpaper, rubbing

compound, polish, vater, pail, sponge

EVALUATION .
.

. . .
.

The ,student will clean, color) santilvoind compound the vehicle panel to matcji gloss
or adjacent panels.

'r

.1

7

1

4

I
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Suggested instructional. time
12 class periods fr .

DUTY: 'REFINISHING comeLET,E.ENAMp.,

TASK: Refinish vehicle in enamel paint
' 11.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a Vehicle that needs rebuilding and painting,ithe student must make repairs
and paint the vehicle using enamel paint and tiave it ready. for deliver. The

. finished vehicle tilust meet the instructor's specifications.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

SC 11

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Discuss refinishing with enameL. '

IL Discuss h
of paint i

w to find out what kind
on car.

Ill. Show the'fd wing filmstrips.'
Discuss them with the class.
"Sanding Techniques; Tools and
Materials" (No., 941-21y
"Masking, Priming.and Puttying".
(No. 941-23)
"Surface Prep fOr Painting"

'(No. 941-22)
"Spraying Color on Vehicle"
<No. 94 i -24)

v ' I

/

dtitline the tej3s and procedures
for refinishing the vehicle using
enamel paint.

t

102

A. h'oroughly clean stir-
. ace.with detergerit

and water.
B. Dry surface.wlth,clean

rag.
' C. Wipe surface with a

.wax and grease re-
mover solvent to ;e.
move all wax and .

grease.,
-Repair damages.

E. Sand old paint. .

F. Featheredge with 320
wet sandpaper.

Vt



2

7.

a

a

When damaged.area is
properly'prepared, ,

wipe thoroughly:with
wax and grease re-
mover. Dry with
clean dry cfoth and
treattaremetal with
metal preparation.

FL, Tack off with tack.
rag.

L Spray prime the bare
metal spots with
primer surfacer.

J. Mask car.
'K. Scuff sand..primed

.areas.
L. Tack off vehicle with

tack rag. -

M. Mix paint properly.
N. Spray color on vehicle.
0. Allow vehicle to dry

overnight.

V. Explain the procedure for re-
: finishing in: enamel. t

RESOURCES
Automotive Refinishing Principles and. Techniques, Sections VII and VIII.

- Filmstrips 3f "from Pentice-Hall Media Center

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Filmstrip projector, swen, cassette tape player,-solvents, clean rags,' disk sander,
orbital sander, hamrer and dolly, body filler, half ,round files, sandpaperi primer
gun, primer surfacer, spray paint gun; paint, reduCer, tire black, glass ,cleaner

EVALUATION
bhp student will repair Snd paint vehicle using enamel paint. The finished vehicle
must 'meet the Instructor-Ps specifications. Detail the vehicle and get it ready for
delivery..

te

4
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Suggested bistructionar time
6 'class periods . ,

;

1)01Y: REFINISHINGCOMPLETIMET., .

,j.TASK;, Use acrylic enamel system

. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE , .

'Men the proper mateOals, the student -Must
100% accuracy:

LEARNING. ACTIVITIES°

1. Discuss the purpose of the acrylic
enamel system.

1I2':`List and discuss the different man-,
ufacturers of the acrylic enamel
system. ,

et

:III. Explain theprOaCedure for mixingand.
' -applying the acrylic'enamel system.

IV, Demonstrate mixing and applying the
.acrylic enamel systeM according to

the manufacturer's-specifications.

.

4

14-9 V, Have st dents mix mad apply the
acrylic namel. system obServedby

.the ins uctor.
,

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Total 'Auto Body Repair
Automotiie Refinishing Principles and T

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Acrylic.enamel, hardener, redUcer spray gun, respirator

SC -l2 (
It.

0.0#

use the acrylic ehamel system with.,

PERFORMANCE WOE

a,

IV. A.. Listen and observe the-
" instruction; . ,

B. Determine what ma,-7
teriais will be needed
to apply acrylic

'enamel system.
C. Mix and apply acrylic

enamel system ac-,
cording to,manufac-

..

turer'sspecifications.

Un to25
s, Section VIII 4

al

'

0.

AL ..

EVALUATION
The student will explain 'and/or demonstrate the procedure for using the 'acrylic
enamel systern'according to instructor's specificatioris and with 100% accuracy.

41 p
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S instructional,time
9 lass periods

UTY3 REFINISHING COMPLETE ENAMEL

TASK:
.7\
k Use polyurethane sy.stenf'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given the proper Inaterials, the student must
100% accuracy.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

L Explain the purpose of the poly-
urethane system.

List and discusi the different'
manufacturers of the polyurethane
syStvn.

111. Describe the procedure formixing
and applying the polyurethane system.

: *

1..

IV. Deponstrate mixing and applying the
pdtyurethane system according to
manufacturer's specifications.

IV. Hav St .deLw.tts mix and apply the
polyiiret e system while being
observed by the Instructor.

, . ...
RESOURCES . .

.. Rhone and Yates: Total Auto Body Repair, Unit 25
Automotive Refinishing. Principles and Techniques, Section VIII

i
SC-13

use the polyurethane system with

PERFORMANCE. GUIDE

.?

IV. A. Listen and observe the,
instruction.

B. Determine what ma-
terials will be needed
to apply the p ly-

t; Mcx and app poi/
urethane sys m.

urethane paint accord-
ing to the manu-
facturer's specifica-
.tions.'

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Polluretha,ne color, polyurethane activator, reducer, spray gun, respirator

.
.

EVALUATION.
The student' will explain and/or demonstrate the procedure for using the
polyurethane ystem according-to the instructor's 'specifications and with 100%
accuracy, 4

.1
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' ".457:,...

Suggested instructional time
2 class, peri9cfs

,

&TY: RaPINISHING,cOMPLEtEENAMEL
:7

TASK: Use f4ible.fini;h*syStem

PERFORMANCE .OBJECTIVE
Given the proper .materials the 'student must use the flexible :finish system. with

.100%.acciracy.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Explain the purpose of ;he flexible
finish 'system.

.

11 List and discuss'the different rnanUL
feacturers of the system

III; Describe thp procedurefOr mixing:
and applying the flexible finish.
system.

IV. Demonstrate mixingand applying
the flexible finish system Accord-
tng to manufacturer's specifications..

'Listen andbserve the
instruction.

,Deterrrlinc,, What Mat
Aerials. will be needed...
*to apply-'2,the flexible '

finish* system.
*-`Mix and apply the
,flexible finish. paint
according to manu:
facturer'sSPecip-

. ,cations.
,.V. Have.tpdenti:m* arid:4pply tt*'.-s...:,..

,Pex ib le:. finish SyStem whk fie ing.:7 ',,
fildServedsby ,they,:intruttOr:, '; ...,......:';'.

,;.

...-,... ;.Rtotieipd YAiessw::Totiii.":41t0' y Repaiti Unit:25 . ..) ,-. i
., . ,.. . .

..
D Eoilipmtr:it ,'--- ., . .

, .

yitc. 1,ijur.pai''''';';:fleXible finish addii Veis'thinrier, spr,ay gun, respirator
.....:;

... . . ,

' '' 'e., EY.A.I.,UATION '!' !'*:--7,1;
;., .1. ,. ,

f:.%. '''..c..':' Tl?'1e,,stiiircii;i4 wilk,',explkin*d/Or derriiinStrg4Vthe procedure for using 'the flexible., ., , , ,.
: !2:"1,1i ip, systerrkacCor#,i,ngitolnstrUcfpr's sp0C4flcations and with40096 accuracy.

..,,, .-.
>.,-..f..,.... ,f,.... .,..14 -

C'.

%741.
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SuggestedinstrUctional, tinit
5 class periods

DUTY: .REFtNISI-IING, COMPLETE.,1..,AcQUE13.,:

, .TASK: Ref inish'.vehicle' in acrYliclacquer' ,

,

PERFORMANCE, OBJECTIVE*
Giver, 'vehiple that needs painting and minor repairs, the student must make
repairs ànd paint the vehicle using an acrylic lacquer paint and have it -ready for
delivery. The .finished product must meet .the instructors specifications.,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES 'ORFORMANCE GUIDE
P

1
k

1-) i5C 6SS refinishing with .lacquer,..

Il.!:'Discuss how to test a car1o. find
out what kind Of .paint ISion it.

4ill. Show the following filmstrips:
. Discuss them with the' class.
"Sand Techniques, TOolS. and Ma-

,

.terials" (NO. 941-21):
"Masking, Priming, and Puttying"
(No. 941-23).
"Surface Prep for Painting" (No.
941-22)
"Spraying Color on Vehicle" (No.

40-
941-24)
"Comeounding and Polish!' (No..
9-4 i -26) ,

IV. Outline' the 'kepi and procedures
ior refinishirighe Vehicle using
lacquer..

-iedr

,

1

4.

IV. A. Thoroughly clean the
,surface with cletei.-
gent and water. .

B. Dry surface with clean.
4

k

104

rag.
C. Wipe surface with a

:Wax and grease re-:*
mover solvent to re-
move all wax and
grease.

D. Repair Minor drn-
ageS.
Sand off. old.paint at
damage with coarte
sandpaper. Feather-

, edge smooth with 400
grit wet sandpaper.

...,

S.

4.

o
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V. Explain the procedure for
buffing and polishing.

RESOURCES,
I. 'Automotive Refinishing Principles and Techniques, Sections VII an VIII

Filinstrips are from Prentice-Hall Media Center

0-

4.

,

When damaged areels
properly prepared,
.wipt it thotoughly
with a 'wax and grease
remover, dry with

. clean dry'rag, and
treat bare metal.
with metal prepa-
ration.

G. Tack off with tack
, rag.

H. Spray prime the bare
metal. Spot with
primer surfacer.
Sand primer. with 360
wet odry sanVaper,
Sand with 400 grit
sandpaper.'

.3. Maskcar.
K. Tack off vehicle with

tack rag.
L. Mix paint properly.
M. Spray color on vehicle.,
N. ' Allow vehicle to air.

dry overnight.
O.

s.

3uff arld polish.

3

TOOLS ANI1EQUIPMENT
FilMstrip projector,. cassette: tape player, screeN solvents, clean rags, disk sander,
Orbital.sanderpprimer gun, prif,ner surfacer,.spFay paint gun, paint, paint thinner,.

,15tAffer, pads, compound, pOlish

A g

EVALUATION .
, 0

. The student will make repairs and paint vehicle using acrylic lacquer. pairlt. The
, 'finished' product Must net the instructor's specifications. .

10

ut

109
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Suggested instructional time
2 class periods

REFINISHINGOMPLETE LACQUER

'PAK:. Use colorCoat/clearcoat system

PERFORMANCE OB3ECTIVE
Given the 'proper materials, the student must use the dolorcoat/Clearcoatsystem1

,
. t

with 100.96 accuracy.
44

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

. Explain the purpose of the colorcoat/
clearcoat system.

11,, List art discuss the different Manu:-
factUrers of the tolorcoat/Clearcoat
system. ;

III. Describe the proceduie for mixing and
applying the'colorcoat/clearcoat system
using lacquer.'

IV. Describe the procedure for *mixing and
applying the system psi enamel.

V. Demonstrate mixing an applying the .

colorcoat/clearcoat syst maccord-
ing to the manufacturer'sspecifi-
cations. -

4 4

O

VI.- Have students mix and.apply the
colorcoat/clearcoat system while
being.obseryedsby the instruct

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

110 :loot

A...isteri and observe the
"Instruction..
Determine what ma-
terials will be need-
ed to apply the color-
,coat/clearcoat sys-
tem.

C.. Mix and apply the
. colorCoat/clearcoat

. paint according to'
the manufacturer'
splecifiCations.

4.



RESOURCES i . . .,
. Rhone, and Yates. Total Autp I3ody..Repair, Unit 75 .. ,

Dupont. Automotive Refiniihing Principles and Techniques; Section. VIII

TOOLS ANIIEQUIPMENT- ..
. .

Colorcoat (lacquer or enamel), clearcoat (lacquer: or enamel), thinner, reducer,
.spry gun, respirator. , . .

.EVALUATION . ,

The student will explain ..and /or . demonstrate therprocedtire for using the
colorcoat/clearcoat system according id the instructbr's specifications and with
100% accuracy., ,

A.. '

A

..

ti

a

M
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Suggested Instructional time
4 class periods a

DUTY: DETAILING (PAINTING, flkND REFINISHING)

Prepare newly 'pa inteCl vehicle for delivery .(detailing)-
,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a refinished vehicle, the student must properly detail the'vehicle..so that it
is ready for delivery, Oo the customer. Detailing must meet the instructor's
speciflOations.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

o.

.

I. Demonstrate the method for removing
masking tape withoUt,,dannaging paint.

II. DiscussDiscuss types of cleaning materials
-to-be used on the different parts.

'III. Demonstratejiow to properly. clean.
chrorne,withou.t. damaging paint..

IV. Demonstrate cleaning paint fog.
(overspray) from glass.

,

V. Demonstrate cleaning bumpers, tires,
andwheels. .

VI. Demonstrate how to apply vinyl-top
. dressing;

VII. Demonstrate how to vacuum interior
and dash panel.

VIII. Install, stripes if necessary.
f

, 1X: Have studentS-complete.the pro
. dession detailing the vehicle

for del' ery.

:pERPORMANCE GUIDE

'

r
V

,r+

lx. A. Listen to the
struction on

B. Remove masking tape
and paper.

tC. Replace emblems,
chrome, trim, etc:

D. Clean all overspray
from glass, chrome,
interior, Wheels, and
tires.



r,

RESOURCES

06
4

-7,7"7-77.777"-",""T,T7,777-.^.-7

E. Nacuum and clean in-
,teriof, and trunk..

11. Wash exterior bodyi
tires, and, trim and
dry...down.

G. Black out overspray
under the wheel open- \,

go.

,t.

Tolbpldt. Autobody Repaif and Refinishing, Unit 25
Crouse, Anglin. Automotive Body Repairandjtefinishing, Chapter 38

' 0.1

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT , , . .
..Hand.tool pet, shop towels, polishing cloth lacquer thinner, compound, polish, tire

black r j 4
, .I t

EVALUATION
The student swill detail the.tefinished VehiCle so that it is ready for delivery to the
customer. Detailing must, meettthe instructor's specifications.

V

.;).
11 P-14
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Suggested instructional time .

2 class periods
(,)

SID e .
DUTY: DETAILING (RELATED INSTINCTION),

'ASK: ALIGN. HEAD LAMPS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE .

.Given a vehicle rewiring head lamp alignment, the student must aimghead lamps
to meet state safefy standards.

-I.

V-TECS 7

. 9

LEARNING ACTIV

I. Discuss the portance of aiming
the head.lam0.

4

II. Explain the procedure. for align-
ing the head lamps.

III. Discuss the tools used to aim :-

head lamps..

IV. Demongtrate aiming,the head lamps.
.Vehicle mast-MNpositioned on a
level floor.

V. Demonstrate how to remove and
replace the head lamps.

. '
PERFORMANCE GO1DE.

A.

Pt

spect vehicle for:
1. Sagged springs
2, Car riding height
3. Tire pressure
4. Clean head light

'lenses, etc..
'B. Select required tools.
C. Remove, head lamp

doors, if necessary,
.`for access to adjust-
Ment screws.

D. Adjust head lamp to
proper aim us:ing nec-
essary head light
ing equipment.
Repla'Ce head lamp.
doori,

NOTE: There are .other tasks which involye
steering, 'etc.) Which have to be done 'vilhen
listed under auto mechanics anclican be added
instructor.

mechanical repair: 0.e. cooling itysterns,
a car is damaged. These tasks would be
at the discretiowof .the auto body repair

f
4,1`."'' 1 a



f T0,

RESOURCES
Ittone and Yates: Total Auto Body Repair, Units 20 and 22

40011 AND EQUIPMENT
tar-shaped screwdriver, head =light aiming kit, tirc- gauge, Phillips sCrewdriver4

, flat screw.driver.

6

s

EVALUATION
,v .4 On a vehicle requiring head lamp alignment, the student will aim head lamps to

meet state safety. standards.' .

,.,..

0

-v

b

vr.
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Suggested instructional iirne
4 class periods

PUTY: l3OIDY AND FRAME ALIGNMENT

TASK: Insrct body and frame and measure alignMent

-PERFORMANCE BJECTIVE ,
. .

Given a darn vehicle requiring body r and frame inspection, the student must'.
set up the necessary frame gauge equipmAnt, Inspect, and 'tram to determine' if
the body openings and the frame are bent or misaligned.' List the damage and
then record, by each damaged measureme t; the vehicle's true Ignment
specifications .according to the manufacturer' manual or blueprint., indings and
measurements must be in agreement with. the uctOr's specifica,tiorts.

(.-
LEARNING ACTIVITIES PERFORMANCE GLADE

I. Discuss reading assignment.

IL DesCribe the different types.°
frames.

III. Discuss and demonstrate-the tools
and instruments used in frame
measuring.

IV. Discuss and demonstrate tools and
instruments used in checkirig.body
arid openint damage. ,

.

V. Compare measurements to manu-
facturer's specifications.

A. Inspect body and
frame for apparent
and hidden damage.
Obtain manufacturer's

'bluepririt and frame
-diagram specie
fications.

C. Select proper meas-
uring devices and tram

, equipment.
D. Attach frame center

;gauges and datum line
gauges to frame If
needed.
Determine damaged
liody openings and
misalignments, if any.
Record all damage re-
quiring correction.

A

1.12



1-rar-',7-"44-4-4- -"---7-1"-
. ,

IN,

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Unit 16 A

Bottom View 'Auto Body and Frame, Dimension Charts.
Straighten It the Simple Way Kar Grabber: Operating Manual

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Gauges (self - centering, daturnline, tracking, train), steel meauring tape, safety
_goggles

EVALUATION
The student will set up frame gauge equipment, inspect, and tram for bent frame
or misalignment.. The student will list the damages with corresponding 'true
alignment specifications. Findings and must be in 'agreementwith

G. Beside each damaged
measurement, record.
the manufacturer's
bluepr1pt specifica-
tions ,

;

those of the instructor.

.11

I,.

. 119 43,
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Suggested instructional time
2 class periods

DUTY: BODY AND FRAME ALIGNMENT

- TASK: Remove and replace bumpers

\.''PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE. ...
Given a .vehicle with a damaged. front or rear bumper, the student must. remove
and install a replacement. Replacement will conform to the original appearance.

. .

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss re,ading assignment.

IL, Discuss damage to a given
bumper, including brackets
to frame and guards.

III. -Estimate damage with regard
to straightening or replacement.

V. Discuss use of rechromed bump-
ers as opposed to neW,bumpers.

V. Demonstrate adjusting brackets
by using slotted holes..

PERFORMANCE. GUIDt.

RESOURCES
.Rhone and Yates. otal Auto; Body gepair Unit 14

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Socket set, 1/2 ". and 318" drive, Weench set (open-end and combination), safety
goggles

V

A. Inspect damaged
bumper. .

B. Select proper tools.
C. Re move damaged

. bumper.
Straighten or replace
brackets as -necessary.

E. Install replacement
bumper.

'F. Align and adjust
bumper to body lines.

QP

EVAL TION
The student will ,remove and install "replacement (fixed) pumper. 'Replacement
rill conform to original appearance.

;22 .

I '120. 1i4



-Suggested Instructional time
.2 class periods .

DUTY: BODY AND 'FRAME. AtIGNMENT.

TASK: lemove and replace impact-absorbing bumpers
.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a vihicle with impact-abiarbing front or rear bumper damage, the student
must removd. damaged bumper and absorbers and install replacement parts.
ReplaceMent will conform to original appearanCe.

,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
.4

I Discuss reading assignment.

DisCuss the importance of safety
connected with this type of

'% bumper mounting system.

III. Demonstrate/the correct pro-
---cedure for-relieving pressure

on hydraulic absorbers..

IV. Demonstrate the replacement
of the energy absorbing bolts
and brackets on metal defor-, .

mation. units.

, .

t 'V. nernonst a e testing of ab-.
sorbers.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

, IV. A. Inspect buniper face
bar a d termine if
the im a absorber
are the ydraulic or
metal deformation
type. _

13. Replace 'deformation
mounting bap if they
are bent.

C. Replace hydraulic ab-
sorbers that are bent
or, binding in a corn-
pressed.pOsition. Drill
and let fluid out be-
fore removing.

D. Remove damaged
bumper and parts.
Replace as needed.
Align to body as per
specifications.

. .



RESOURCES
:11hone and Yates. Total' Auto body Repair, Unit 14

Manufacturer's shop manual asappropriate for equipment used and vehicle model

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Safety goggles, l/2" drive ratchet set, necessary sockets, hydraulic jack, jack
stands,.combination,Arench set,,drill.and bits, chins

. EVALUATION
. . . . .

ti

.'The student 'will replace and ,align. imprt,abrebing bumpers or parts.. ;.45

.necessary. .

p

4
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Suggested instructional 'time
4 class periods

DUTY:. BODY. AND FRAME ALIGNMENT
6

Remove alhd fensiers

PERFORMANCt, 'dBACTIVE
Given a vehicle requiring fender, replacement, the student must remove, replade,
and alignqeplacemeni fender to original appearante (approximately 5/32"gap
between door and hood),

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I.. Discuss reading assignment.

11. DemoMtrate the imp6rtance of
fender alignMent.

III; Discuss pro's?and con's of
repairing or replacing fender.

IV: Inspect and discuss proper
alignment of fender skirt and
radiator cradle in relation
to fender rePlacement.

.Discuss whether refinishing
is necessary before or after
installation of fender.

,4

PERFPROANCE GUIDE

. Demonstrate methods of attaching
trim to new fender eithrar before
or after installation

.h

Irespect damage.
Check for related
damage.

B. Select hand tools. De-
tide on the method of
replacing panel.

*C. Remove damaged
fender.

D. Check for ttidden
14 damage.

E Straighten and align
inner fender or skirt.

F. Trantfer moldings and
accessories.

G. 19stall replacement
fender.

H. Adjust d align
fender.

123
117



RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Rody Repair, Umit 20 .

Manufacturer's shop manual as appropriate for equipmen,t*Used and vehicle model

TOOLS. AND EQUIPMENT i .

SoCket set .(I/4" and 3/8" drive), 'open end and box end wrench set, Phillips and
siandakd screw driver set, floor jack, .safety, stands, lug wrench,- drill and
necessary bits, safety goggles .

EVALUATION
The student -will remove, replakce, and *align replacement fender to original
appearance: The fender will align tO'door, hood, and grill per specifications.

I

S".

V

tl



Suggested instructional time
8 cjass periods

DUTY: BODY AND FRAME ALIG)MENT
, .

TASK; Straighten, repair. align body and fraine-of vehicle

eto

PERFORMANCE 0133ECTIVE
r

Given a vehicle with body and frame damage (1.e., sideswayf sag, mash) sliamond,
and twist); the student !Must straighten, align, and repair to..original cliatensiOns
according to crash book or other shop manuals with rpanufacturer's 'specifications.

LE.ARMI1G:ACTIVMES

Review reading assignment.

Its Determine which type .frame
',needs straightening; con-

ventional or unitized.

III. Discuss where damage is lo-
atedaccording to 'controlling

points:
e4 4

IV. Diagnose the type and amount
, of damage using proper tools .

and.gauges according to the
manufapturer'S specifications.

V. DiScuss and determine which
type frame machine will be used
for-repairs.

-

VI. Make necessaryook-ups and tie-downs
and prepare to straighten damage.

PERFORMANCE.

VI. A. 14114pect damage.
B. Make necessary

measurements to de-
termine extent of
damage to body and
frame.

C. Select Paper tools,
measuring devices,
and equipment (i.e.,
portable or stationary .

body frame equip-
ment).

D. Make necessary tie-
downs and hook-ups.

V

.

1.19
e



RESOURCES ,

Rho and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Unit 20

Straighten body and
.frame and align to
'Manufacturer's specl-'
fixations (Motor Crash. 4,

and Estimating Guide, .
frame diagrams, and
Tru-way frame speci-
fications)...

Stra hten 4 the Simple Way Kar Grabber: Operating Manual
Guy Chart: Complete Frame and Body Repiir Equipment
Bottoni Vie* Auto Body and Frame, Dimension Charts

.

TO6LS, AND EQUIPMENT
NeCessary gauges, steel measuring tape, hydraulic jacks, chainsrstationary rocks,
portable straightening equipment, stationary or portable frame machine, safety
goggleS ,

EVALUATION a

The student will prepare an estimate of needed repairs and correct' damage to
meet Manufacturer's specifications.

*

I
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Su4gested instructional time
-class,,periods

- 1.

DUTY: BODY. AND FRAME ALIGNMENT.

TASK: .;Aligh* hood and deal< -panels,,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a vehicle with. misaligned hood ,or deck paneh the student must adjust hood
or deck panel at adjustment points to insur alignment with adjacent' panels
(approximately 5/32" gaps between panels).

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss reading assignment.
*

Discuss and demonstrate the
different type of hinges used
on hoods and deck panels.

III. Discuss and demonstrate the
types of latches and safety,
catches.

IV.. Demonstrate the proper. proce-
dure for correcting individual
problems in alignment.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE*

. .

V. Discuss procedures for adjusting
torsion bar or rod adjustments.

.VI. Ake necessary adjustments and
measure for correct align-m.ent.

RESOURCES.
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto. Body Repair, Unit 20
-Manufactvrer's shop manual as appropriate for...equipment

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Ratchet. set (3/8" drive), ,combine ion wrench set, manufacturer's special wrench
for adjusting torsion bar, safety go,Ales

,.

1

v4.

IV. A. Inspect misaligned
hood or deck panel.'

B. Locate adjustment
points.
Select proper tools.
Make adjustments
necessary tZisecure
Alignment with adja-
cent panels.

C.
D.

ed and vehiCle model



le.VALIJATION". v

*.The student will adjust hbod, or deck panel, at adjustment. points to insure
alignment with adjacent panels.

I.

t'

I

U

"8'

1

4
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Suggested instructional One :
4 class periods

DUTY: BODY AND FRAIVIElAtIMENT

TASK:. Reineve and install dO§ri

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a vehicle requiring door-replaeernent,, thestuaent Lustremove damaged
door and install ,new replacement. 'Replacement door mu$t be aligned to
approximately a 5/32" gap between door and,panets.

PERFORMANCE GUIDELEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Discuss reading assignment..

11. Discuss the different method's'
used in hinge arrangements and
adjustmeilts on ,different make 'I:

'p.,

ill. Discuss different.types of locking
and striker plate arrangements.

IV. Securi a. vehicle- needing door
replacement.

V. Obtain a new door to replace
. damaged door.

4

'A. Inspect damaged door.
to .determine proper
selection of tools.

B. , Remove damaged
door.

C. Remove inside hard-
.

ware and trim from
. damaged door.
D. Remove door glass,

regulators, and
.guides.

E Remove all door lock
.mechanisms.'
gemoye outside door
handle.and lock
.cylinder..
Rembve all weather
stripping.- .

I-I.. Install all hardwark
Weather stripping,
trim, and accessories.

on new door shell.

ro



Sound proof new
door with undor-
coating.

J. Install and align
"new door.

K. Align and drill
holes for trim
vIdIng

2

'ItESOURCES .1

-1Z-htine-aftdVatesoTotel-Auie-Body 11*Pal.tr-TUnit--26

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Socket set (3'8" dr)Ve), Phillips screwdriVer set, standard screwdriver set, safety
goggles, star-shaped socket set, inside door handle clip remoVer, Allen wrenches

(VALUATION
The student _will remove damaged door and Install new replicemen.t. ReplacemAnt
dooK must be alignedto approximately 3/32" gap between door and panels.

4

r4.114.
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Suggested instructional time
3 class periods

DUTY; BODY AND FRAME ALIGNMENT

TASK: Weld vehicle body, parts

'PERFORMANCE 063ECTIVE .

. .

panelaGI ody installation (1.e:, rocker panel, 'rod panel,
quarter panel, etc.), the student must weld the. panel to the adjacent parts, All
steps on the Instructor's. checklist must be rated acceptable.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
,.

pERFORMANCE GUIDE

V'

v-mcs 40

I. DiScuss reading assignment:

11. 'Discuss different methods of
welding panels together.

III. Discuss how to section panels, by
cutting,wat different locations.

IV. Demonstrate arid explain how to
align inner panel damage.

. .

1,V. A. Inspect vehigle to
determine tools and
equipment necessary
for welding vehicle
body parts.
Obtain proper tools
welding equipment,
and welding materials.

C. Align adjacent parts .11

to fit new pahel
tightly.

D. Demonstrating proper
techniques and safety
practices, weld panel
In place at required
locations.

y.. Demonstrate alignment points and
space between adjacnt panels.

VI. Demonstrate sealing yield 'joints to
prtvent water and dust leaks.

RESOURC6
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Body Rpair, pp. 293-296

I

131
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Y

'440

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT , ,

Safety goggles, panel to be replaced, power chtsel, bower saw, drill, pop rivets and
gun, "C", clamps, vise .grips, spot welder, oxyacetylene tgrch, welder, steel
.tape. measure, scratch air' %

EVALUATION
The student will weld body panel to .adjacent ports. All steps on'the instructor's
checklist must.,be rated acceptable. .

es

. 0

0



INSTRUCTOR"CiiECKLIST: Weld vehicle body parts

ACTIVOY

V-TECS 40
STUDENT INFORMATION! SHEET,

Acceptable Unacceptable

,)0

1. Replacement panel is properly aligned.

2. The spot welds to adjacent, panels are ;
approximately one (1) inch apart.

3. Used proper welding material for
strength..

Joints are properly filed and
finished.

5.. New janel onforms to the original
contours of the body. .

a.

4

1

*All activities must be checked acceptable.

OA
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Suggested instructional time
I3 class periods

DUTY: 'BODY AND FRAME ALIGNIVIENT.

TASK,: Remove and install Weld-in panel

PERFORMANC OBJECTIVE t,

Given a ve icle requiring weld-in panel installation, the student Must remove
damiged Pa el 'and install replacement. Replacement phel must be aligned to
conform to heoriginal.body contour.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss the.reaaing assignment.,

Orscuss and evaluate the damaged
panel to be replaced.

III. Plan correct procedure to be used
in .aligning old panel and innee
construction Wore cutting outer

. panel off: '

IV. Demonstrate ditferent typeS of cuts
that can be made t, save time and
still obtain perfectiresults.

V. Attach frame aligning tools to panels
and make pulls to.align inner. panels.

PERFORMANCE 'GUIDE

1.

VI. Demonstrate the procedure; for re-
moving damaged panel and installing,
replacement.

r.

,

134

I

I.

A. Inspect panel for
apparent,and'hidden
damage.

' Select tools to pull
or push damagedpane).
as near to original
alignment as possible.

C. Select.proper cutting
tools.'
1. Al o chisel
2. Torch
.3. Power saw

D.' Remove upholstery
and trim as necessary.

E. Securorsafety goggles
and gines.
tigng,the proper cut-
ting method, remove sr.

r damaged panel.
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RESOURCE.S

G. Trim rough edges.
.Attach 'replacement

. panel with clamps.
I. Properly align panel

to adjacent body
parts.

3 Grind and clean areas
to be welded.

K. 'Spot weld as nec-
essary.

Rhone and Yates.. Total Auto Body Repiiir, Unit 20
4

TOol:$ AND EQUIPMENT. I

Socket sets (1/4", 3/8", .1/2" drive), safety goggles, grinders, welding eciuiment,
spat welding gun (MIG or oxyacetylene), floor jack, frame jack, safety stands, drill.,
and bits, seam sealer .

EVALUATION
The AtUderit will remove damaged panel and install replacement.
panel mu4be aligned to conform to the original body contour.

6 , ,

a 11, 11 '



DUTY: BODY AND FRAME ALIGNMENT,

TASK:: Replace fibergjass body. panel
4

EIERFORMANCO. OB3ECTIVE 1.

Given a damaged vehicle requiring fiberglass panel replacement, the studeht must
remove damagbd fiberglass panel and install replacement panel. Finish sand the
appMed resin and fiberglass cloth-to original contour.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss reacOhg assignment:

IL Explain what safety equipment is
needed when working with fiberglass..

6

III. Demonstrate proper procedure for
preparing replacement panel at
joining point

Ill. *A. ilnspect .damage:
B. Select proper tools,

equipment, and ma-
terials.
Select necesreu safe-
ty e4bipment. MOTE;
Be sure to use this,
equipment as fiber-

Atglass, resins, and
solvents can be very
injurious to health
if improperly used.)

D. Remove damaged,
panel..

E. Prepare replacement
panel.
I. Sandblast or grind

surfaces to be
bonded.
Clean and dry
surfaces to be r

bonded.
Properly mix resin
with catalyst accord-
ing to supplier's ip
structionse *
Apply resin to bonding
surfaces. .



IV.. Demonstrate correct-Mixing procedure
of ingredients,

V. Demonstrate how to apply matting and
fiberglass and thP smoothing prof '
ceckire,

H. Secure replacement
panel. in place with
"C" clamps or pop
rivets.
S ate fiberglass
clo, resin and
app y to joint sur-
face as needed.

3. /M10w ptiff icient,
drying time.-

%K. ',Remove clamps arld
drill out pop rivets.

L. Grind and fill seams.
M, Smooth filled areas

to oriOnal body co
tour.

it

RESOURCES . i

, Rhone and. Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, pp. 356-359, 154 -160.
. ,. . .

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT. , , '

safety goggles, fiberglass repair kit, clamp pop rivets, and gyn, Squeegee or
spreader, household plastic wrap, plastic filler, razor blades,. hadk saw or sabbr
saw, drill and drill bits, spatula,. belt sander 4

.

EVALUATION
The studerty will remove' damaged panel and install replacement panel on a
,damaged vehicle requiring fiberglass p nel replacement. Finish' sand the applied
resin and fiberglass ciotti to original coot r:

.

r
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Suggested instructional time
6 class periods

DUTY' WELDING; FRAM4S OR FRAME HORNS

TASK! Weld frames or frame horns

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given.a vehicle with a damaged fiame section or a frame horn requiring a welded
replacement part, the student must arc weld and align the frame. Weld And
alignment, must restore vehicle to original dimensions according to crash book: or
other shop manuals with manufacturer's specifications..

LEAAIING ACTIVITIES

1. Explain the importance of prdper
alignment' of .frame and 'frame horns.

I . td h4 parts which need to
be remo ed and replaced in order to
accompli repair.

Ill. Demon rate how to Measure for
alignment of frames.

i.

PERFORMANCE' GUIDE

4n

III. A. Inspect frame damage.
B. Select, tools and equip-

.ment.
C. .Remove sheet metal

necessary for access.
Do . Weld any cracks or

tears; align frame to
manufactger's speci-
fications.
Relsove by cutting
daniaged frame horn
or frame Section.

F. Cut replacement piece
to fit.

G. Grind and dean areas.
to be welded.

H.. Olajnp In place..
d In place using
rect equipment and
hnique.

J. Replace sheet metal
removed for access.

K. Reifinlsh frame section
repair.

L kAllgw trt end.

-1.1a-L-
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IV. Caution students to measure for
accuracy in aligning framebefore
welding. . ,

V. Explain how the body Ivould reflect
misalignment in the hood, front
fender to door, and rear end trunk
and bumpers to body.

RESOUACES
Shop manual or.craSh book

.TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Gas.welding touch, elect c arc welder, safety goggles,. welding hood or helmet,
welding goggles and glov, s, electrodes, flint: lighter,' trans gauge, tape measure,
frame machine

C'

EVALUATION
The student will, arc weld and align the damaged frame section or frame horn.

, Weld and alignment must restore vehicle .to original dimensions acCording to 'crash.
bodk or other shop manuals witti manufacturer's specifications.

g (A



SuggesttfrinstrUttional time
..4 2 clans periods

'TASK:

REPLACE, ADJUST, AND INSTALL TRIM ANTS ACCESSORIES

Remove and replace grills

PERFORMANCE-OBJECTIVE
Given ''a vehic with grilL damage, the student must remove and replace grill.
Replacement rill conform to original appearance:\

LEARNING ACTIVITIES..

L. Discuss reading assignMent

II. Determine(with explanastiOn) the
material that makes.up .the grllh

Ill. Determine' the method used for
attaching grilk,

IV. Discuss the make up of grills
on units- in shop area and
different methods of attachment.

V,. Have students remove 'and -replace
grills:

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

4

RESOURCES',
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto' Body ' epair, Units 16 and 20
Duenk, Williams, and Brooks. Auto ' Repair, p. 139
Manufacturer's body manual,,as appropriate for equipment and vehicle model

'I

A. \Inspect damaged grill.'
B. Select proper tools.
C. Remove damaged

grill. ..
D. Straighten necessary.

brackets or mountings.
E. Install trill.
F. Align for fit .

.4

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Standard and Philips' screw drivers, 1/411' drive ratchet socket. set, compination
wrench set, safety gogglesi star screwdriver set

EVALUATION
. The student will identify, grill material and ;attaching' method, and remove,

replace, and align-grills on assigned unit. Replacement will conform to original
appearance.?



Suggested instructional time
2 class periods

DUTY: ^ REPAIR, REPLACE, ADJUST, AND IZTALL TRIM AND ACCESSORIES

TASK: . Replace molding and hardware

PtRt. ORMANCE. OBJECTIVE

%,*

Given a vehicle requiring molding or hardware replacement, the student must
retnove and replaCe damaged molding or hardware. Replacements must conform
to the original appearance and funqtion. 4,

LEARNING Activities

I. Discuss .reading. assignment.

IL ,Discuss differgint types of molding
attachment methods.. .

III. Demonstrate.correct use ,of cliffeten
attaching. clips.

IV.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
99

to

Demonstrate method of, measuring
and drilling'holes when using new,
undrilled panels.

V. Have.each student work on a unit
by remdVing and reelacing the
.different retainers and moldings
on the different panels:

4

Inspect vehicle to de-
ter ne necessary
tool 4)
Remo hirdware arid
upholster eces-
sary for access.

C. Locate clips and
fasterners, securing
molding.

D., Remove damaged
molding:

E. .Install clips and
fasterners as required,
to replacement
molding.

F. Install.replacement
molding*

G. Install hardware and.,
upholstery.,



'RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. 'Total Aut Body Repair, Unit 22 . )
Duenk, Williams, and Brooks. Auto Body Repair, pp. 234-260'
Manufacturer's body manual a opriate for the equipment and vehicle model

I
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Safety goggles 1/4" ftdrill, drill bit set, stand and Phillips screw driver sets,
1/4" drive, ratchet socket set, /any other ..Sp %1 tools.required for. vehicles 'used
for demonstration model

EVALUATION 4'7

The student will remove and, replace damaged molding or hardware.,
Replacements must Conform to the originitl aprance and function:.

a

y.

et

O
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Suggested Instructional time
4 class periods,

a

V7kTECS 43

DUTY: AEPAIR, REPLACE, AD3JUST,1.ANP INSTALL TRW' AND AccssoRies
# .

TASK: Replace hicks and, latches ,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE.
Given a vehicle requiring replacement of latch-lock mechanism, the student must
remove, damaged or worn latch-lock mechanism and replace with new replacement,

r

part. .,

LEARtotiqAcpvimE,s 41.PERFORMANCE' GUIDE

la 'Discuss reading assignment.

Discuss the different ways inside
trim pads are attached on different
makes and models 'of vehicles and
their removal.

111. Discuss and demonstrate the removal
of latch-lock mechanisms.

IV. Demonstrate the adjustment of striker
plate in relation to poor alignment.

V. Demonstrate installation of weather-,
water shield before installingtrim
pad..

a

4

.4

S

A

4

V. A. Select tools.
B. Remove trim and up-

', holster), If necessary
to gain access to
latch-lock-Mechanism.

C. Disconnect, activating
arms and remove
latch-lock mechanism.
Install replacement
latch-12ck mechanism.
Adjust dobr lock
striker Mechanism if
necessary.
Make operational
check on mechanisms.
Replace trim and
upholstery.
4

,' 5

D.

E.

F,'

G.

RESOURCES
ahone and Yates. :iota! Auto Body Repair, Unit 22
Duenk, Williams, and,,BroOks. Auta Body Repair, pp. 221-230
Manufacturer's shop manual as appropriate for equipment and vehicle model0 0 '

- t
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' 006 AND EQUIPMENT . (
Cut-away. models of at least two different makes' of vehicles, standard and.Phillips screwdriver sets, 1/01 drive ratchet set, 'special 'manufactures tools
necessary for removal of trim, pad, Allen wrench (for adjusting striker- plate),
safety goggles

.
1

104

.

EVALUATION
r. The student will demonstrate how. to remove, replace, and adjust latch-104

assembly on different vehicles as per availability.

a1.

a

.1?

so.

o

lo

. .

4
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Suggested Initructional, time
4 class periods

atn

DUTY: , R.EPAIR, REPLACE, ADJUST, ANDNSTALL TRIM AND ACCESSORIES

TASK: Repair or replace window raising and lowering mechanisms

PERFORMANCE
k

6B3ECTIVE
Given a vehicle with damaged or broken window mechanism, the student must
repair qr replace as necessary. Repaired mechanism must* raise and tower
smoothly.

LEARNING ACTIYITISS

1. Discuss reading assignment.

I/II. Discuss possible damage from a
.wrecked.auto and .the necessary:
repairs.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

III Discuss and demonstrate replace -
ment and alignment of different .

parts of mechanism ,using cut-away
model.

IV. Demonstrate possible repairs to
manual regulator assemblies and
alignin guides.

V. Install regulator and align to
raise and lower evenly.

A. Inspect damaged
areas.

B. Select proper tools. .
C. Remove door trim and

hardware, for access.
D Replace or repair

.damaged parts.
E. Insure proper align-

ment before replacing
door trim. t
Replace door trim.

RESOURCES
Rhone and tes. otal Auto Body Repair, 'Unit 22
Duenk, hams, an ks. Auto Body Repair, pp. 213-220
Manufacturer's shop manual as appropriate for eripment anti vehicle. model



TOOLS ANVEQUIONIENT 4
.

# ,.CO away models of at least two different makes of vehicles, standard and Phillips
screwdriver Set; 1/4" drive. ratchet set, 'special manufacturer's tools for trim

. removal, safety goggles.
.,..

EVALUMION
The student will demonstrate show to 'repair or replace a damaged or broken
window mechanism. Repaired mechanism must raise and lower smoothly:

a.

.14

11.

0

148 All 0'
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Suggested Instructional time
6 elass periods

DUTY: REPAIR REPLACE, ADJUST AND INSTALL TRIM AND ACCESSORIES

TASK: Remove,: replace, andiadjust power window control units
fr

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Liven a vehicle with defective power window control units, the student must
make necessary replacement or repair, Repaired windows must opera* as the
original.

kEARNING,ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss reading assignment.

11. Discuss and demonstrate 'different
regulator.and motor attaching
methods.,

III. Demonstrate Methods of trouble
shooting wire harness at cowl to
door.

IV. Demonstrate' the procedure for re-
placing defective power window
control unit.,

PERFORMANCE. GUIDE

r

IV. A. Inspect vehicle and
determine tools
needed.
Remdve inside door
hardware and up-

." holstery.
C. Remove access panels

if necessary.
D. Trouble shoot power

window control switch
and motor.
Inspect wires for any
damage or short.cir-
cUits.

F. Unplug and remove
faulty unit.

G. Install replacement
unit.

Hi Make operational
check and adjust as
necessary.
Install access panel
and 'upholstery.
Check,wiring color
code.

-1.

14.1
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V Demoristrate different methods for
testing switches and motors for
power or shorts.

.

Discusl and demonstrate procedures
for aligning glasses to run channel.
:In doors1 or weatherstrip in ,door
openings..

'VII. Discuss and dernonstrate.methods and
safety' involved in replacing power

. motors.

.RgsouRcks
Rhonalliand Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Unit 22, .

Manufacturer's shop manual

.TOOLS AND EQUIP NT
'..Cut-away of do r showing regulator and adjuitments, inkide door, handle clipl
remover, 12-Vol testlight, trim pad removing tool, drill and necessary bits; -,,

Phillips screwdriver #1. and42, socket set (1/4" drive),. safety goggles

EVALUATION
The student will make necessary replacement or repair to defective,power sgindow
control units. Repaired window,must operate as the original. ''

d
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Suggested instructional time
6 class periods

:. .

bUTY REPAIR, REPLACE ADJUST, AND INSTALL TRIM' AND ACCESSORIES

TASKS Repair power window ontrol units

,

pdRPORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Givenra iifehicle with faulty 'power window, the student mistremove necessary
upholstery, trouble shoot, and Make necessary ,repair or replacement. )Repaired
window must operate as the original. .

0

414CS 46
:1

. '

4

ACTIVITIES
.

I. Discuss reading assignment.'

IL. 'Discuss and demonstrate different
regulator and motor attaching methods.

1111, Demonitrate methods of trouble
shooting wire harnessat cowl to
door...

1V. Demonstrate the procedure in re-
pairing power window control. units.

. \

0

V. Demonstrate different methods for
' testing switches and motors for

power or shorts.

VI. Discuss and demonstrate methods
involved in repacking power motors.

151

;),.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

IV,. ..A. Inspect vehicle to
ter mine tools and
equipment.

B. Remove door up-
holstery and access
panels.

C. Trouble shoot activa-
ting switch.

D. Trouble shoot power
window coptrol motor.

E. Make, necessary repair
or replacement of
switch, motor, and
regulator.

F. Check for correct
operation.

G. Install door up-
holstery.

14

Op'

e
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,RESOURCES ,

"Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Unit22
Manufacturer's shop manual

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Cut-away of door shOwing regulator; and "djustmere, Insicfe door , handle clip
remover, 12-volt test light, trim pad removing tool, drill and necessary, bits, ,

Phillip§ screwdriver ill and 2, soket set (1/4" driv, safety goggles'.
, .

EVALUATION I
A .

.
The student will make necesskuLy repair or replaceme-ngto a:vehicle with a faulty . . .,

pow* window. Repaired wind °w must original:hoperate as the rign

152
144
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Stiggested. Instructional time,
.2.,class periods

,

DUTY: REPAIR .REPLACE, ADJUST,, AND INSTALL.TRIM Acc6sOR,Ies

TASK :. Repair man 1.seat tracks

PERS/MANCE: OBJECTIVE
Given a mehicle requiring ma061 seat track repair, the student must make
necessary repairs or. replacement, .install seat, and check for cdrrect operation.
Seat must operate smoothly and lock in all positions.

LEARNING' ACTIVITIES

I. Discuss reading assignment on
seats.

II. Explain how to check for damage.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

II. A. Acquire necessary
tools.

B. Remove seat from ye-
, hick.
C., . Inspect and idetermitie

faulty. meghlnism:
Di Make necessary re-

pairs or replacements.
E. Lubricate all tracks

, and operating mecha-
nism.

F, Install seat in ve-
hicle.

G. ,Check seat operation.

III. Demonstrate how to remove the
seat.

IV, Demonstrate how' to remove seat
track.

V. DiScussetkpcs;needed.

RESOURCES.
Rhone and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair; ..Unit 22

TOOLS. AND EQUIPMENT
Small ratchet and socket kit

EVALUATION
The student will remove front seat and make necessary repair or replacement 0
seat tracks. Install ,seat in car nd Check for opqration.

. - -

145
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Suggespd Instructional time
2 class periods

. 1.
DUTY; REPAIR, REPLACE ADJUST, AND INSTALL 'TRIM' AND ACCESSORIkS

TASK :. Remove and replace seat and shoulder belts .

PERFORMANCE OBJEC/IIVE
Given aivehicle requiring seat belt and. shoulder harries, replacement, 'the student
must 'remove defective or

must
belts . and' harness 'and .replaci with replacement

units. ReplaCeM ment belts ust meet or exceedloriginal Snstallation:".

LEARNINGACTIVITIES

1. Discuss tIte removal of front
and rear seats.

II. DisCUss the removal of shoulder
straps Or belts.

Discuss how belts are anchored
and points where they are
anchored.

IV. Describe the lypes of belt *
retractOrs.

V. Discuss the types of seats
(bucket and bench)..

OURCES
one and Yates. Total Auto Body Repair, Unit 22

Duenk, Williams, and Brooks. Aut43 Body Repairi pp. 199-200

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT ,1

Mechanic's tool set

PERFORMANC0, p.m

,

II. A. Inspect seat befit and
shoulder harness..

B. Select prOper tools.
C. Remove retaindbolts

from belts and shoul-
der, harness and
move worn. or defec-
tive belts.-

. D. Install replacement,
belts.

i/ALUATION
The student 'Will remove defectlfe seat belt and shoulder harness units and replace

' the units to meet the manufacturer's specifications. t

:1,211..L.:

134 /1 At
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Suggested Instructional time
4 class periods

DUTY: REMOVING AN TACLING cLASS

.TASk. Adjust or align windows in &Ars

PERFORMANCE 9NECTIVE
Given a vehiCle 'door with glass requiring adjustment or alignment, the student
must adjust or align window. Alignment must prevent wind npise, water leaks,
nd rattles.

4 40'

. LEARNING ACTIVITIES ,

1. Review and discuss reading
assignment.

Discuss and demonstrate the
methods for alining glass.

)11. Demonstrate and explain the
difference in aligning g'asS
with a frame and without.

IV. Have, each student remove and .

replace trim arid explaimthe
procedure for aligning glass.

-N--e-/ V. Demonstrate how to test aligned
glass for water and air leaks.

r

RESOURCES 4 k
Phone and Yates. Total to Body Repair, Chapteri 9 and 23
Manufacturer's, shop manual

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

.0

V. A. Select proper tools.
B. . Remove inside door

hardware aitd trim.

C. Locate adjustment
points.

D. Align window to,pre-

vent:

Wind noise
2. Water leaks
.3. Rattle

E. Test fot water leaks.
F. Replace inside door

hardwq,re and trim.

I

1,-. 1.
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TOOLS. AND EQUIPMENT
Inside' door handle clip remover, -trim. pad removing tool, Phillips 'screwdriver set,
socket set (1/4" drive), combinatien wrench. set, Safety goggles, cut away. of door
showing regulator and idjustments

EVALUATION ..

The student w adjust or align the window on a vehicle door. Alignment 'must
Prevent wind n Ise, water leiks, and rattles.

148
157,



Suggested instructional time
5 classtperiods .

DULY: REMOVING AND INSTALLING GLASS,

TASK: Remove damaged glass and install repladernen

PIERFORIVIANGE OBJECTIVE
Given a vehicle with a broken glass, the student must remove brokelyglass and
instal replacement Replacemen:t glass .must equal the original in fuhction 9nd
appearance.

LEARNING 'ACTIVITIES

I. ``1?. view reading assignment. .

II, Discuss' different methods of attach;
ing glass to lifting channels. .

....'PER12041ANCE GUIDE"

Ill Using cut away, demonstrate removal
of broken grass and 'retaining channel.

IV. Demonstrate attaching new glass to
retaining channel.

P.

14

IV. A. Inspect damage,
B. Select proper tools

And equipment
C. Reinove broken glass

from inside vehicle.
D. Remove inside trim as

ismecessary. '
E. Remove access panels'

as necessary..
F. Remove broken ems.
G. Remove window regu-

lator and tracks as
necessary.

H. Repair or replace
damaged channels if
necessary.
Install replacement

ss and attach to
regulator and tracks.
check for ease of
operation and correct
alignment. Lubricate
as necessary. :

K. Replace access panels
and upholstery.

J
I

3



V. Reinstall glen and channel.
Check for alignment, correcting
any misalignment.

tE.SOURCE.S
Rhope and Yates. Total Auto Body .Repair, Unit 23
Marfufacturet's shop. manual

c

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
1. Inside door handle clip remover, trim pad removing tool, Phillips screwdriver set,

Allen wrench set, socket set (1/4." drive), combination wrench set, glass tape, vise,
safety goggles, hammer, cut away ofdb-er showing regulators and adjustments .

EVALUATION
' The student will remove broken glass and install replacerrient on a given vehicle.

Replacement glass must equal the original in function

t

.4 1

Its
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Suggested instructiona,thne
2, class periods

DUTY; REMOVING AND INSTALLING GLASS

TASK; Seal leaks around windshield and rear 'wildOw

fERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
. Given a vehicle with a -leaky seal around the
student must teal discovered leaks as required.
water pressure,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

. Discuss reading assignment,'

.

.
II. Explain and demonstrate method of

. removing reveal moldings.

qt

III. Inspect.sealer around glass fOr possi-
ble leaks. Blow out trash with air ,

nozzle,
,

IV. Demonstrate 'water testing. from
bttorn to top.

''

V. Demonstrate the method for seal-
ing and use of the proper dealer,
or caulking to stop the leak. *'

RESOURCES
Rhone'and Yates: Total Auto Bodi Repair, Unit 9'

Application Guide for AutiunOtive Adhesives, Coatings, Sealers

windshield or rear window, the.
Finished work will.not leak under

PERFORMANCE GUIDE 33

44

I

IV.

3,4

A. 1.1se water to deter-
fnine the exact,place
of ltak.
'Selett proper, tools
and materials: .

'Remove reveal mold-
ing if necessary.
Seal as required.
Check by water test. ,

Replace molding.
Clean and remove
excess sealer,

C.

F.
G.

15

33,3-1333:433-33L.

3 3,



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Reveal.molding removing tools, pijtty knife, wooden'paddles, regular sc+ewdrivers,

. water hose and water: necessary. sealefs. and caulking, Phillips. screwdrivftrs,.
caulking gun, safety goggles

EVALUATION
The student will discover leaks and seal as, required. Finished. work will,nOt leak
under waler pressure.

411
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Suggested instructional time
6 class periods

DJTY; REMOVING AND INSTALLING GLASS

Remove and replace damaged windshield and back glass

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given'a vehicle with a damaged windshield or back glass, the student..must remove
damaged glass and install replacement. Replacement glap must equal the
originai.in function and appearance.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ft

I. Discuss reading assignment.
a

IL . Explain and demonstrate different
types of clips used for attaching
.reveal moldings.

Discus&different ways and materials
used for installing windshield and
back glasses.

1V4 emonstrate different methods ark!
tools to cut butyl rubber.

V. Dedonsfrate rneti7bds of removing and
rep,lacing weatherstrip-,type rubber
'channel.

RESOURCES
Rhone and Yates. Auto iNicly Repair, Unit 23
Appikation.Guide for Automotive Adhesives, Coating?, Sealers

6

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

III. A. Inspect dernage.
B. Select roper tools

and materials.
C. Remove broken glass

from inside of vehicle.
D. Remove reveal mold-

ings and -garnish mold-
ingsas necessary.

E. Remove broken glass,
frorn.body opening. .

F. . Remove old sealer. .

G. Replace glass and
seal..

H. 'Water test for leaks.
I. Replace all moldings.

44

X62 i53
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TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
'Reveal molding removing .tooll, putty knife, standard and Phillips $crewdrivers,

water hose and water, Butyl rubber seal, window resealant, goggles, .piano wire,
swiv-l-cut knife, hot knife

EVALUATION
The student will remove damaged glass and install replacement. Retilaciement
glass must equal the original in function and'apkarance.

le*

.

4.
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Suggested instructional time
4 class periods

DUTY: COST ESTIMATING
A

TASK: Estimate cost of 1-epairs

V-TECS 54

04

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a damaged vehicle requiring a cost estimate, the student must estimate and
record the cost. of vehicle repair. Cost estimate must be a plus or Minus (.+ or

. 096 of the instructor's estimate.

LEARNING-AcnvenEs

.

1. Discuss reading assignment.

IL Discuss the importance of making
. an accurate intimate.

III. Show and discuss filmstrip .

"Estimating Body DI:mage."

.1V. Explain the procedure for con,
verting hours of labor to dollars
by rates per hour.

a.

$

V. Divide the class into small groups
to estimate the repair work needed
for 'a given vehicle. .

PERFORMANCE, GUIDE'

IV. A. Secure clipboard and
, proper estimating

sheet.
B. Select proper esti-

mating price and
-parts manual'.

C. Make thorough in-
.spection of damage.

D. List damaged parts ,
to be replaced or
straightened In their
proper sequence.
Price parts and labor
from estimating
manuals.

F.' Total parts and labor
and add sales tax.

C. Return estimate to
the instructor for
evalvation.

1651.55

E.

a.

A al a J....Lau, aaaamkaa .........-...aJAAL-1
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.VI. Estimate repailr costs of damaged
vehicle units at a local repair
shop and compare them with pro-
fessional estimates.

RE. SOURCeS
Rhone lind Yates: Total Auto Body Repair, Unit
Duenk, 'Williams, and Brookes. Auto Body Repair, pp., 391 -396
Mitchell's Collision Repair Manual
Motor Crash Estimating Guide
National Auto, Dealers Used Car Guide (NADA)

TOOLS AND UIPMENT i

Clipboard, estimate blanks, part sand labor manuals; carbon paper, hour/labor
M conversion table, used car price guide i

..
:4

.EVALUATION
The student will estimate thei cost to repair damaged vehicle .and compare it with
instructor's estimate; plus or iSilnus (4. or 41096..

10

1.



Stiggeited instruelional time
6 olass periods

LAITY: RELATED INSTRUCTION

TASK: Managing the shop

. i

FEROORMANCE OBJECTIVE
.

Upon completion of ,an assigned managtrial task, the student must demonstrate
his/her proficiency by passing an instructor's checklist4

,
,

RNING icirrries
1. .Discuss the techniques used in

selling the repair job to the
customer.

114, ,Set up and dis'cuss work diSplays.

111. Explain hoW to point out needed
work to,a customer.

PERFORMANCE Gum

IV. Have each student take turns
managing the shop.

V. Discuss communication skills
in dealing, with -employees.

0

RESOURCES'
RhoVe arid Yates:-.:Ilotarkato-Body Repair, Unit 3
Duenk, Williams,and Brooks. Auto Body Repair, pp. 38.5-390

A. Learn what is ex-
pected for each man-,
agerial task by read-
ing the checklist.

B. Learn to make work
assignments.

C. .Help instructor
mediate conflicts.,

D. Regulate distribution
and care of materials
and equipment.
upervise safety and

flean u procedures.
Help other students
meet curriculum ob-
jectives.
Learn to be respon-
sible.

, a

168,
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LS AND EQUIPMENT
N/A

EVALUATION. . , , 1 ,,i,, Ito

The tudent will demonstrate his/her proficiency by passing an 'instructor's
chec ist and completing an assigned managglrial task.

!
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Suggested Instfuctional 'time
4 class periods

DOTIfy RELATED INSTRucTioN

TASK: Writing wprk.vrdcrs

4

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given claSsroom instruction, reading assignment, and role-playing activities, the
student will be able to write a work order with the necessary information to,
repair, a damaged vehicle'with 100% accuracy.

l'

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I, Demonstrate how to write 'a work
order using a teacher.Kleveloped
checklist.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

IL Show how to list each jobito
be done separately on the work
order.

III, Explain' how-to compute * price
. of the work and the fact that It

is done while the 'customer waits.

IV. Explain how to read 'shop manuals.

V. Distribute labor conversion' tables
and explain how to read them.

VI. Have the students to role play ,
the parts ottustomer and repairer
in pointing out the work and
writing the work order.

VI. A. Greet the customer
with a pleasant at-

., titude.
B. Visually assess the

damage and let the,
customer explain the
damage.

C. Place the vehicle in
a position where a
more complete in-
spection is possible.

D. ' Using the checklist,'
'itemize the work
needed with an esti.
mate of the cost and

L ' . "



E.. Explain t e necessary
repair work to the
customer, the cost,
and the time required"
to complete' the work.
Upon consent from the
customer, schedule
'the repair work.

RESOURCES'
Rhone and Yates. Total'Auto Body Repair, Unix 3

TOOLS 6N13,EQUIPMENT!
N/A

. .1

IEVALUATION.
The student will write a 'work. order with the necessary information to repair .a
damaged vehicle with 100% accuracy:



APPENDIX A
AUTO'BODY%REPAIR

DUTIES AND TASKS

DutyTask

I. INTRODUCTION TO AUTO BODY REPAIR
Describe objectives of course ..n.AttEto
body repair
List Occupaiionai elements of auto
body.repairer

SAFETY
Demonstrate knOwledge of firstaid
and -safety

III. TOOLIS
Usingfiand tools
Using power tools

.AUTO BODY CONSTRUCTION
Narhe the paits of 'auto body construction

'. Identify urptizeOody measurement of/ damaged,vehicle 4! :

Describe frame and unitized construction
, Realign a. unitized body

V. METAL STRAIGHTENING, SIMPLE
Pick, file, and finish metal - , -
Straighten deformed auto body sheet metal
Fill and smooth depressed areas with body
filler . '
Cold shrinking metal
Patching and filling rusted out areas
Repair fiberglass

VI; / WELDING ,, .

Setting up 8xyacetylene1equipment
' Adjusting the oxyacetylene torch and

observing the variou flames
TUrning off the tore and oxyacetylene

., unit
a 1 Running 4 bead, WIthoUt filler rods

Running a biaillowith-filler rods
.,Welding. joints , ..,
Bra,zing with.brass rods
Setting up equipment.foroxyacetylene
cutting \

1.
,

Performance
.Obj4ctive

Page
. Number

,

SC.1.

VTECS 1

V-TECS 2

V-TECS'4
V-TEC1 5

4

V-TE,CS 3

SC-2
SC-3
SC-4

22

V-TECS
V-TEC.S 9

V-TECS .10
V-TECS 32
SC-5,
V-TECS

Vr.TECS 21

V TECS 23

V -TECS
V-TECS 24
v-Tkics 25
V-IECS, 26
V-TECS 27

V-TECS 28

48

51

51
)5
57
59
62

65
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Lighting and adjusting the torch'for.
oxyacetylene cutting
Oxyacetylene cutting (9O' rut and
restart cut)
Oxyacetylene (beveled cut and
hole cut)
Heat'shrinking metal

'Set up electeric.welding equipnient and
run a bead
Setup :Mfg welding equipment and run .a
bead
Run a beacron aluminum in'the horizontal
position.
Set up thOrthoplastic welding equipment .

and run a be4-a-d

VII. PAINTING AND. REFINISHING
Describe refinishing materials and i
equip'rneht , SC-10.
Clean and prepare repaired surfaces
for painting .,V-TECS 12
Remove-paint and rust

M.
V.TECS 13

Apply corrosion materials . V-TECS 14
Mask sections and parts V-TECS 1,5

'Apply primer surfacer V-TECS 16,
Paint surfaces V-TECS 17
Heat dry painted surface V -TECS 18
Fresh painted' surfaces . V-TECS 19

0
VIII. REFINISHING COMPLETE ENAMEL

Refinish vehicle in enamel paint SC-11 . 102
Use acrylic enamel system SC-12 109.
Use polyurethane systern .

: .SC,1 . 105
Use flexible finish system SC-14 106

V-TECS 29

V-TECS 30A# 71

V-TECS,30B 73
V-TECS 31 7,6

SC-6

SCL7 80

32,,

SC-9 84

68

IX. REFINISHING COMPLETE LACQUER
Refinish vehicle'in acrylic lacquer -SC-15
Use colorcoat /clearcoat system.' SC-16

X. DETAILING
Prepare newly painted vehicle for
delivery
Align head lamps

X1; BODY ANDFRAME ALIGNMENT
Inspect body and frame and measure
alignment
Remove and replace bumpers

emove and replace impact-absorbing
btimpers
Remove and insfaillenders
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Straighten, repair, and align body
and frame of-vehkle
Align hood and deck anels ,

Remove and install doors
Weld ,vehicle body parts
Remov'e and install weld-in panel
'Replace fiberglass body panek

.

X11. WELDING: 'FLAMES OR FRAME,, HORNS
Weld frames or frame liorns

XIII. -REPAIR, REPLACE, ADJUST, AND INSTALL
TRIM AND ACCESSORIES
Remove and replace grills
Replace molding and hardware
Replace locks and latches
Repair or replaceVindow raising and
lowering mechanisms.
Remove, replace, and adjust power
.window control units .

. Repair power window control units
Repair manual seat tracks .

. Remove. and replace seat and shoulder
belts

,
xly. REMOVING AND INSTALLINGGleASS

Adjust or align windows in doors
Remove damaged glass and install
replacement

Veal leaks around. windshield and rear
window
Remove and replace damaged windshield and
back glass

1

V-TECS*38
V-TECS 35.
V-TECS 39.
V-TECS '40
V-TECS 41

'.V-TECS 42

XV. COST ESTIMATING
Estimate cost of repairs

XVI. RELATED INSTRUCTION
Managing the shop
Writing work orders

k 0 .

r,

125.
127
129
131

.04
1315

V-YECS 49
V-TECS 50
VTECS 43

V ECS 44

V -TECS 45.
V-TECS,,46/'
V-TECS

V -TECS 48
I - .

V-TECS 51

V-TECS

V4ECS153,

SC-18

142
.143 .

145

147
..11

149
151
153

154

156

158.

160

162

V-TECS -7-1 165

V-TECS 6
SC-19

4.68'
170 -

I ir
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APPENDIX B
DEFINITION ,OF TERMS.

The following terms are supplied to :establish operational defiriitions, as they apply
this study.

. -,..

CAREER tADDElk: A verrtical arrangement o
indicate skill distinction and pro4 ression.

. 17-

s withiril' an occupational area to

CATALOGS': A. comprehensive collection of performance objectives, performance
guides, criterionreferenced measbres, and related 'data organized by a' job
structure or career. ladder within a domain of interest.

4

CONSORTIUM: A group' of, stateagencies, institutions,' or other entities whiCh have
been legally constituted thrbugh letters of comrnitment, agreements; or by'
assignment of higher autlidrities to work together towa4the solution of probleMS
in education.. A membership frdrn autonomous agencies and Institution's which cuts
across state' boundaries as they attempt to solve problems or meet goals. . ,

D.O.T. CODE: A, nine -digit number used to identify a 'specific job witthin .a 'given
domain.

INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT (ISD): A deliberate, orderly process for
,planning and developing instructional programs which insures that. personnel are
taught the"knowledge, skills, and attitudes essential for. successful job
performance.. Depends on 4 description' and analysis of the tasks necessary for
performing. the job,,objectives, evaldiation procedures to determine whether or not
the objectives have' been reached, and methods for' revising the process. based on
empirical,data. ,

oc.cURATIONAL INVENTORY (T,ASK,JNVENTORY BOOKLET): A survey instrument
containing tasks performed, by job incumbents within 'D.O.T.'s complete with.

..background information and a list of tools and equipment.

'PERFORMAN,CE-BASED INSTRUCTION: Instruction which, when properly designed
and applied, results: in' the learner's demonstration of certain abilities. The
desired abilities are selected .before the instruction is designed and are clearly
defined as observable performance objectives. In V-TECS catalogs, the abilities
are primarily psychomotor. This type of instruction is also referred to as
competency-based instru4tion.

PeRPORMANCE GUIDE (PG): A series of steps, arranged in a. sequence °Ordinarily
folloWed, which when completed may result in the perforrnatite of a task. ,Also,
called 1,1teachipg steps.:'

PRO3BCT: An oCcupational domain area selected by a V-TECS member state for
catalog developrnalt based upon the P.S. Department:of Labor's Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (D.o.T.). . $.

176
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4\ . . .

ST'ATEOF-THE3AR.T (SOA Sit Repearch conducted to determine the current .,
status of performance-bastd instructionalinnpteriais and practices in the domain
area under study andto obtain other inffirmation that might, be useful in catalog
development.

TASK: A unit of work actiyity which constitutes logital and necessary steps in the
performance of a .duty. A task has a definite' beginning and. ending point in its
acconiplishments and generally consists of two' or. more definite step.

TASK ANALYSIS:
9 .A characteristic of a t k statement which makes its

accomplishments crucial to the acceptable performance of a worker or student.
.A methqd of analysis which identifies the tritical tasks and aids in determining
the consequence of poor performance or lack of performance' by, a worker or
student.

$RITING TEAM: A ter of people *representing instructors with subject matter
expertise, persons having knowledge and experience, in developing criterion-
referenced measures, local or. state supervisors of 'incumbent workers whose
function is to analyze .occupational data' and develop performance objectives and
criterion-refelianced measures for specific D.O.T. areas;
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, APPENDIX .0
TOOL AND EQUIPMENT LIST

ipment by Percentage Rating and Number of Members Wine

EQUIPM T PERCENTAGE OF :NUMBER OF
NUMBE EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION MEMBERS USING! MEMBERS USING

., .

36
.2

5

.97
92
26
93

Extension Cord
Air. Compressor ,

Air Hose, with Quick .Couplings
Socket Sets,..1/4", 3/8", 1/2"
S'crewdriyers,, Phillips
Creepers \
Screwdrivers, Standard
Automotive Diic Senders

(Grinder)

. .

93.68
II 91.95

90.80
90.80
90.23
89.08
89.08
88.5.1

4

NI ot .

163
160 '

158
158
157'
155
155
154

34 Drop Lights ..,, \87.93 15
127.. Wrenches, Cobbination Set .. '87.93 153

v 33 Drill Bits, Set 87:36 152
81 Putty Knife 87.36 152
41. Hammers, Body et 86.78 151.
17 . Body Files, Flat and1/111f-Round 86.21 150
21, Caulking Gun .... 86.21 150
42 Hacksaw 86.21 150
96. SoCket Adapters: i 86.21 150

126 . Wrenches, Box Set .
-86:21' 150

9 Allen Wrenches, Set 85%63 149'.
128 Wrenches, Open -End Set ".85.63 149

, .. 52 Jticks; Floor Roller ,85.06, 148
- 6. ' Air Regulatoroyit Extractors. 84.48
71 , Pliers, Assorted 84.48

,147
147

89 -SandingIllocks. ,. , . 84:48 147
14 Body Ciampi, Assorted 83.91 146
70. k Plastic Spreadeys 83.91 146
87 Safety Goggles . "8191 '146
4

,

Mr Flip, Orbital or Straight 82:76 144
. Line 4

19 vbrushes,.Wire 82.76 144
24 .. Come-Along 82.76 '0. 144
45 Sledge '82.76 . 144
11'6 ,

.Hammer,
Tools, Door Handle C. lip. 32..76 ,

I

144,
. Removing

121 Vise 82.76 144.
56 Jumper Cables 82;18 143'
13 Battesty Charger 81.61 142

..
31

75
Dollies,sorted
PoOlivet.Todl,

81.61
81.61.

142
142

1
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EQUIPMENT, PERCENTAGE OP NIJIMER OF
NUMBER EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION. MEMBERS USING rinimpts USING

1 2.

1.5

74
95

..23
65
78
80
67..

105
55
38
63
3

35
115

.

48 .

' 27 .
76

,2t)
61

123
' 125..

2.V.

107.
i

28
50 .

124 .
11

39

' c ,
64

.... 91
, .. 77

25
4,

. 4I
..'5f:

104
30
32

1.114

Vise 'GO Clamps, Assorted. 81.61
Body an Fender Jacks, . ., 81103

4-T n Capacity ,.,
Pliers,' Vise Grip '

,.
81.03

Slide Hammer (Snatch Bar) 84..03
'Chisels, Assorted 80.46.

.. Oxyacetylene Welder , 80.46
Pull Clamps .. 79.89
punches, Assorted 79.89
Panel Cutter Set, Air Drive. 79.31
Spray Gun, for Primer . 78.16'
litterbug, Orbital 77.59
File Board .. 77.01.,.,
Measuring iran ecr a. 76.44
Air Drill , . . 75.86.
Electric! Drill '1.-

. a

75.86
Tools, Door Handle Pin

.., .
75.86

Removing
Hell-net, Welding. .

..., 74.71
., ..Cutter, ;feet Metal, Hand 74.14

Portable rame Machine 4 '''' 74.1k
.*(PulIdozer) ,

.

: bumper Chains I 72.41
Mallet; [fibber 72.41
Wheel Covers . 72.41

..'Wrench, Air Drive, 3/r 72.41.
D.A. Sander (Random Orbital) 711.84
Standi, Adjustable 71.84

. Air Chuck, for Air Tires 70.11
Cutter, Sheet Metal,. Power 70.11
Hole Sal,v 70.11
Wrench, Air Drive, 1/2" '' , 48,39
Arc Welder, i

. 67.82
Files,'Special Purpose 67.82
Masking Machine 67.24
Vieks, Assorted t 67.24
Soldering fit. (Gun or,iron) 67.24

. Body and Fender Jacks, 63.52
10..T6n Cap4city

Oiler, ., 65.52
.

Screwdrivers, Clutch t 65.32
Power Polisher 64.94
Crash Book 63.79

. Gun, Air Misting- 62.64
Magnetic Pick-Up Tools 61:49
Spray Gun,'Enamel Nozzle 6L49
Disc,Cutter . 60.92
Drain Pans '

66°49922;0.TestLight, Cuit

199

142
141

141
,. 141.

140
... 140

139
439'
-138
136
133.
134
133
132

!kn
132

130
129
129,

,

126
.1.126

,,

126,
126
125
125
1R2

. 122
122

! 119
118

'.1.18
'' 11 7

. 117'
117

.114

.

. 114
114

.. 113
, , I'll

109
at J. 107^

-107 .
106

4.1 106
. . 106

1C7

a

I

t.



EQUIPMENT 'PERCENTAGE OF
NumBeR EQUIPMENT. DESCRIPTION MEMBERS USING VEMBERS USING

NUMBER OF

106 Spray Gun, Lacquer Nozzle
. 53 , ac..1.(s,Mectlanical

103 Spray Gun, Detail
. 86 Respirator

79 - Pull Straps, Fender
100. Spoons, Assorted
40 Grinder, Bench
88 Sandblast Gun
9,0 \ Scratch Awl (Scribe).
31. Fender Covers
94 Scre,w Extractor Set

- - , ._(Easy Out)
Tap and Die Set,-Standard.11 2

119 'Tubing Flaring Set
.

46, He dlight Aiming Kit
108 St le Gun
111 St tl Work Benches
72 P1 ers, Drip Molding
18 Brushes, Striping
44 Hammers, Machine
68 Panel Vacuum Lift

(SuCtion Cup)
73. Pliers, Hog Ring i47 , Heat Gun
22 Center Line 'Ciauge A

117 Tram Gauge
7 Air Regtilatori without

., Extractors .0 .

1 iO9 , Stationary Frame Machine
I 66 ° Paint Shaker
. 11.8 Tram ROd

1.04 Spot Welding taut, Rod
420. . 'tiny! Top Repair Kit ik, 'N

60 Mallet, Plastic
99 `older Paddle,s, Curved or. '

. Hat *
' 51 Infra -Red Paint Dryer

49 Hoist, Chdin Or Pneumatic
113 Tap. and Die Set,. Metric

.18
Mallet; Brass

5 Reame;s, Taperied

"4v

.102 Spot Weldirig Gun, Resistance..,

1(.0* Steam Cleaner
R2 'IRadiator Pressure Tester..

' 8,3. ..' Reamers, AdJustOte

,\
N

.

60.34

56.90'

56.90

55.17

54.02

54.02

53.45

52.30

52.30

51.15

50.57. 88
50.57 88
48.28, 84
48.28 84
48.28 84
44.55 81

45.98 . 80
43.68 76
43.6§ 76

. 1 0 75
1(1.95 73
40.80 71

39.08 68
35.63 -62

35.63 62
35.06 61

35.06 61
33.33 58
29.89

29.31 f 51

29:31 51

28.74 50
27.01 47
23.56 41

22.99 4.
460

21.84. 38
21.84 , . 381
21:84 . 38$
29.69 36

17.82. 4:
'

31.

105
99
99
96
94

'94
93
91
91
90
89
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EQUIPMENT PERCENTAGE OF NUMBER OF
MEMBERS USING MEMBERS USING.,NUMBER EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

54
8

84
59
10

Jacks, Twin Saddle
Aligning Machine, Front-11nd
Reamers, Special,
Mallet, Leather
Arbor Press

A

At

Total Reopondents .1.14.

17.24 30
13.79 24
13.2 23.
11.49, 20
5.17

ti
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1. Florida Writing Tearh.

2. Tait, Deroche, and. Hildebrand. The Principles of Auto Bally' Repairing and
Repainting. Prentice-Hall, .1971.
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State-of-the-Arttiteraiture*

The statelof-the-art report. provided conclusiVe evidence .that little has been done inthe auto body repair field to develop performance based instruction. For thisreasonthe Florida State Department of Educatitin chose the auto body.rrepair field as,a. 'top
priority to develop performanced-bitted objectives for this skill.'

0

The following BibliograPhy of. Research provides' the user of. this 'catalog with 'a
comprehensive list 9f the material used in this research. Much of the material was
helpful; however, the personal interviews with the irictimbent workers and supervisorsprovided the best information 4n duties and: tasks actually performed in day to day,work.
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Teacher Corrnitte
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Auto ,Body Cyrriculu Guide: Stillwater, Oklahoma: State Deriiirtrnent of Vocational
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Auto Body Fi
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Auto Body R
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4
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*This ( *.omnuttee sequenced the catalog.
V-TE,C5 Catalog, Appendix O.
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Subject Matter References Used In Other. V-MECS States
s

t
All states in the consortium were survelied,, The following information
results of the, survey.

Alabama

Total Auto Body Repair, Howard K. SaMs PUblishing Co.
Auto Body Repair (Performance-Based Instruction) for Students
Auto Body Repair (Performance -Based Instruction) fora teachers

Florida

No references

Georgia

Auto Body Curriculum Guide, Post-Secondary, Georgia Department Of Education,'
. Atlanta, Georgia.

Auto Body Curriculum Guide, Secondary, GeorgiaeDepartment bf Education,
Atlanta, Georgia.

reflects the

Illinois

No response

Kentucky

No response

Maryland

No rr sponse.

Oklahoma

Oklahoma Auto Body. Curriculum Guide

Pennsylvania

No response.

Virginia'

No response

West Virginia

West Virgiriia Auto Body Curriculum Guide
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